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INTRODUCTION
The problem of consonance
trigued

and baffled

and dissonance

theorists

since the days of Pythagoras.

There are many aspects of the problem
satisfactorily
consonances
pressed

explained.

'tihythis should

evident

wrote his Sensations

that consonance

restless

consonance

and that

of Tone.

that

can be ex-

be so, no one

It is also self-

and dissonance

demands resolution

the two ~re necessary

in order that music may retain

been

at least up until

is ~ restful

sound, that dissonance

however,

of pitch which

has been able to decide definitely,
Helmholtzl

which have never

All are agreed,

are those relations

in small numbers.

has in-

the variety

a
into

to each other,
and movement

which makes it a vital art.
It is the purpose of this thesis
acoustical

truths as discovered

base for our musical
intervals,

prominence

by Pythagoras

furnished

a

system and that the five consonant

the octave,

were accepted

to show that the

fifth,

by the hUman

in the harmonic

fourth,

third, and sixth

ear in the order of their
series whether

incidental

or

IHelmholtz, Herman, Sensations of Tone, p. 229,
answers t he question which has defied t heo r ists since
Pythagoras as to why the amount of consonance is dependent
upon the simplicity of the numerical ratio of an interval.
"The ear ]'says Helmholtz, "resolves all complex sound
into pendular oscillations, according to the laws of
sympathetic vibrations, and that it regards as harmonious
only such excitements of the nerves as continue without
disturbance."

2

otherwise; and also to point out the attitudes toward and
uses of these intervals as they appeared in the development
from the sixth century B. G. to the very early part of the
fourteenth century,---the time required to accomplish the
apprenticeship period of music and furnish the materials
with which the great masters Bach, Beethoven, Wagner and
other composers could create a fuller and broader art.
Also the subsequent appearing of seconds and wider use
by modern composers of intervals previously considered
dissonant will show an ever growing field of consonance.
The human ear has possessed the same physical capacity to accept sounds from the very earliest appearance of
an interval in man's experience, but his powers of discernment have seemed to undergo an evolutionary process.
While the ear remained the same structurally, the mind
and attitudes in different periods have been conditioned
by heredity and environment, which have hedged about
musical experience with tradition and fashion.

It is t-he

intelligence of man which has raised him from the point
of the savage where he Was scarcely able to discriminate
between sound and noise.

Richard Walleschek has written

an excellent book on Primitive Music in which he discusses
the lack of discrimination of some of the savage tribes of
Africa.

The intelligence of the savage Was not suffi-

ciently developed for him to make use of the marvelous

3

mechanism

of the ear.2

lI~ven animals

recognize

cannot make any intelligent
not understand

the mental

capacity

intervals

use of them, because

but
they do

arrangements."3

The animal ear

to the human,but

the animal lacks

rhythmical

in many ways is superior

and utter

and judgement

concerning

intervals.

And it was only as man rose in the scale of intelligence
that his grasp of intervals
acceptance

and use of intervals

evolutionary

process

what was pleasing

This

was a very gradual

and

and from time to time the idea of

has varied greatly.

We shall endeavor
divergence

became apparent.4

between

to discover

the acceptance

the reasons
of tonal

for this

combinations

by the ear at different

periods

state of mind regarding

the interval must be taken into

consideration.

An interval

of music history.

viewed by a man of the sixth

century B. C. would not arouse the same response
man of the ninth

The

century or the fourteenth

from a

century.

2Hamilton, Clarence, in his Epochs in Musical Progress,
p. 9 tells of this lack of a feeling for tonality in the
music of the Omaha Indians where "a tune may end equally
well on any tone of the scal e ".
3Wallaschek,

Richard,

Primitive

Music, p. 233.

4Jeans, Sir James, Science and Music, pp. 163-4 speaks
of some primitive tribes showing signs of an underlying
tonality after advancing beyond homophonic music.

4

Habits of listening---wholly
attitudes---would

playa

linear or partially

large part in deciding

harmonic
what was

satisfying.
We shall cite the uses of certain
composers

of different

it will be possible
who represent

centuries.

to mention

the culmination

are, of course, many more.
to achieve

a general

which precludes
Probably

these changing
underlying
nomena

attitudes

psychological

of consonance

the emotions

of man.

only a few of those composers
of years of growth.

and evolutionary

the most worth-while

by

As can readily be seen,

The purpose

any exhaustive

intervals

There

of this thesis 1s

view of the problem

study of anyone

period.

aim will be to discover

have existed

and to find the

laws which will explain

and dissonance

why

the phe-

in their relation

to

5

CHAPTER I
Acoustical

Theories

The ear, so far as we know, has not changed structurally since the history of music began.
the vagaries

and startlingly

different

In spite of all
types of music

which man has enjoyed, his ear has never changed

and--

physically

for

speaking--it

has always been possible

man to receive all the sounds of which he is capable
at present or will be capable of receiving
years hence.

a thousand

Long before music existed as an art, or

man began to produce and enjoy pleasant

sounds, the

harmonic basis of the music which he would enjoy was
fixed for him in advance by the "mechanical

and nervous

structure

of his organs of hearing. ,,1 However,

statement

is not meant to infer limited possibilities

but rather that the pattern
ordained

for development

and orderly one and especially

to perceive

harmonic

relationships

this

was a pre-

that any failure

was not because of

any physical

lack but lay solely with the barriers

conditioning

and tradition.

lSeatty,

R., Hearins

In Man And Animals,

of

p. 175.
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The fact that tonal combinations
small numbers
existed

are more perfect

as an acoustical

not combine

truth.

thought

and pleasing

has always

But primitive

tones except in octaves

was of little use to him.

with ratios of

and this great

Consecutive

to be the height of musical

man did
truth

fifths were once

composition

(organum)

but for the past several hundred years they have been
banned.

The ear that approved

the consecutive

the ninth century was, figuratively

speaking,

fifths in
the same

ear which is irked by it now, but the tonal environment
and listening

habits of a ninth century man and a concert

goer in Carnegie

Hall today are totally different.

the days of polyphony

man listened

Vfuen the school of polyphony
listening

In

in a linear manner.

began to wane he changed his

habits and entered on a period of vertical

listening.
We find then that the "whole development
has not changed
those sounds

the human ear in any way. ,,2 and that

are most pleasing

to the ear "to which the

ear has adapted

itself through

as its auditory

environment ••• the principle

believed

underlies

2Walleschek,
3

Redfield,

of music,

harmonic
Richard,

long association

with them

which, it is

phenomena.1I3
Primitive

Music, p. 271.

John, Music, A Science

and An Art, p. 72.

7

Complexity

and Analyzing

Qualities

We will not go into the physical
ear in this paper.

Rather are we concerned

of measuring

and classifying

the sense organs, perhaps
It sorts what it receives,
It classifies
an orderly

structure

Any good book on acoustics

this information.
function

of the ~ar

invaribly

offers

with its

sounds.

Of all of

tho ear is the most accurate.
classifies

and measures

the relationship

and fundamental

of the

one.

of the octave

It measures

purity

octave

when

ratios are 2:3 or 3:4 and that their

is clouded when these proportions

Tht:i"unerring

as

and concludes

that the fifth and the fourth are pure intervals
their vibration

exactly.

judgement

are not exact.

in the aural measuring

and the fifth, is accordingly

of the

just as natural

to

us as the body t s sense of space. ,,4
Those interested

in the complex analyzing

of tht:iear would do well to read a chapter
Jeans·

Science and Music called

faculties

in Sir James

"Tones Created by the Ear".

In it he tells how the ear adds tones to complete
harmony of those which it hears.5
and sixth harmonics
the ear instantly
4Hindemith,
Bk. I, p. 23.
5

Jeans,

When the fourth,

are heard without

adds the fundamental

fifth

the fundamental,
as well as other

Paul, The Craft of Musical

Sir James,

the

Composition,

Science and Music, p. 237.
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harmonics.6

The great mathematical

and dissecting

of t.he ear as well as the strange phenomena7
functioning

are a profound

sounds enables us to recognize kinship

to analyze complex
between

It is believed that this analytic

sides in the cochlea.9
of varying

certain

mechanism8re-

The fibers of corti are presumably

lengths and tension--therefore

ent rates of vibration.

of its

study.

This power which the ear possesses

tones.

powers

tuned to differ-

These corti are spoken of by

Sabine as "a harp of several thousand

strings. ,,10

6Huneker, James, Overtones, p. 55. Richard Strauss
is supposed to have had an abnormal ear. "His is the most
marvelous agglomeration of cortical cells that science
has ever recorded.
So acute are his powers of acoustical
differentiation that he must hear, not alone tones beyond
the base and th~ top of the normal scale unheard by ordinary humans, but he must also hear, or rather overhear,
the vibra,tory waves from all indi vidual sounds."
7Watt, Henry J., The Psychology of Sound, pp. 179-180,
writes of the phenomenon of variance in binaural hearing.
Wi th many persons ~hyre is a difference 0 f pitch between
the two ears. G. Revesz, experimenting, found that "most
persons of normal hearing show a difference between their
ears, often amounting to a semltone."
8Beatty,

R. T., Hearing

In Man And Animals,

p. 174.

9

Watt. Henry J •• The PSYCh01og~ of Sound, p , 227,
says "for delicacy and regularity 0 structure man's cochlea
cannot compete with that of many animals.
All that we
can do dognitively and artistically with what we hear,
must be done in spite of the roughness and restrictions
of our receptory apparatus."
10Sabine,

Wallace,

Collected

Papers On Acoustics,

p. 108.
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It 1s certain that the ear is the most accurate
the sense organs, that it is a highly
and that it undoubtedly

evolved

according

changing

complex mechanism,

sorts, classifies

to fill in the pattern of the music

mechanism

and adds tones

system which has

to a fixed plan because

structural

of

of the un-

of the ear.
Seriesll

The Harmonic

When we hear the musical tone given forth by a string
in vibration,
posite

we hear not a single pure tone but a com-

including

added simple tones called partials.

From the vibration
fundamental,

but the string also vibrates

thirds, fourths
giving

sound in the proportions

These partials

are strongest

the order of their sequence
above--the
an octave

in halves,

and so on, each time the string

a different

1/3 etc.

of the string as a whole we get the

length

of 1, 1/2,

or most audible

in the proportions

in

mentioned

first partial with the ratio of 1:2 sounding
above the fundamental,

a ratio of 2:3 sounding

the second partial

with

a fifth above and so on ad finitum.

l!;verymusical

tone, therefore,

chord present

in every musical

"is a cho rd--of a kind. Thi s
tone is the Chord of Nature,

llAccording to Yasser, A Theory of Evolving Tonality,
p. 269. The Harmonic Series is defined as "Partial tones
(harmonics, overtones) produced by a sounding body simultaneously with its fundamental tone (generator) and
forming a series whose vibration ratios can be mathematically expressed oy ordinary numbers as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6 etc. II
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and the series of partials

constituting

it is the Harmonic

Series. ,,12
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Series.

"For practical uses, however, only a few of t-he
harmonic partials need be con~idered.
The first
sixteen of these for the note C are shown in Fig. 37.
The vibration numbers indicated beneath are calculated
on the basis of the scientific pitch, which is somewhat lower than the international.
Note also that
the partials indicated by black notes are sl ightly
"13
out of tune with the corresponding tones in our scale.
The phenomenon

of the harmonics

The French writer Mersenne
published

in 1636 regrets

has long been known.

in his "Harmonic
that Aristotle

II

Universe11e"
'seems to have

been ignorant
different

that every string produces five or more
14
sounds at the same instant.' "
Also in 1722

Rameau based his system of harmony
.
monlC

chiefly

on the har-

ser i es. 15
12

Redfield,

John, Music,

A Science

and An Art, p. 73.

13

Hamilton,
p.

Clarence,

Sound and Its Relation

to Music,

56.

14

Broadhouse,

l5Ibid•

J

John, Musical

p. 131.

Acoustics,

pp. 130-131.

Ll

Theoretically
infinite

partials

as the chord ascends, but practically

higher partials
at all.

speakin& the number'of

are usually

is

the

J

too weak to affect the ear

The lower partials,

or the partials

simplest ratios with the fundamenta~

with the

are the consonances.

The higher ones introduce more and more dissonance.
seventh harmonic
the fundamental

"introduces
note isc,

The

an element of discord;

if

'its pitch is approximately

bb,,~ which forms a dissonance

with c.

The same is

true of the ninth, eleventh, thirteenth, and all higher
16
odd-numbered harmonicsj"
Modernists rebel against
this emphasis on these fundamental
ratios

and advocate

habitually

proximated

the scope of consonances.

to the purer consonances.

acceptance

of consonances

the order of partials

For a long period thQ octave
overtone)

of

effect of modern music on the ear

accustomed

The historical

of small

the use of other combinations

larger ratios, thereby enlarging
Thus, the dissonant

consonances

in the harmonic

(the fundamental

Was the only consonance

has apseries.

and first

to the primitive

ear.

Then the fifth was recognized

which is the interval

created by the next partial.

The interval of the fourth

appears and at last the third is acknowledged.
16Jeans,

Sir James,

The

Science and Music, p. 87.
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Bb, of the fundamental

seventh partial,

accord with our theory of harmony.
1 ike the third.

C is not in

Perhaps

it will be

We may, in time to corne,find some means

by which we can accept this interval
is so dissonant

which at present

to our ears.

There are two sides to this argument
place of the harmonic

As just previously

concerning

series in the development

the

of music.

stated, the order of acceptance

followed

almost exactly the order of the partials.

Redfield

gives two points

has

in support of the harmonic

theory.
(1) "the relative strength of the
partials in a musical tone has apparently determined the historical development of harmony; and (2) all the chords
employed in well established harmonic
practice are supplied by 1he partials
of the harmonic seri~s."l
One of the chief arguments
against

the harmonic

is the melodic

even primitive

and others

series as the basis of our music

character

to Watt this evidence

of Helmholtz

of early music.

But according

is not conclusive.

He says that

music involves

a reference

In spite of the prevailingirubi1ity

to consonance.

to find any such

basis for the consonances

of success! ve tones as is found

for those of simultaneous

tones in the fUsion of tonal

masses,
17

it seems likely that the plea is a valid one. ,,18
Redfield,

John, Music,

A Science and An Art, p. 77.

18Watt, Henry J., The Psychology

of Sound, p , 113.
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Yasser

believes

that even though harmony

is not very

evident

in the music of certain peoples that it is ~ever-

theless

sensed by them in the depths of their being--per-

haps in the form of vaguely
laws,

so far unformulated,

He believes

stirring

emotions

and its

are at work in the music".

that the scales of such peoples

first and that later the laws of harmony
"sur-r ao e of consciousness"

are formed

rise to the

after lying dormant

during the establishment

in the

structure

of the music

scale.19

Cecil Gray argues that harmony has always

isted and that it is a "mer-e absurdity
it Was invented
Greeks

by some nameless

always recognized

it in our modern

it rather

as a law governing

and determining

medieval

explicit

ex-

to imagine that

its existence

employing

of the

monk.

without

sense,

the succession

The
ever

conceiving
of notes

the course of the melody ~,,20

The Russian writer Kryzhanovsky
theory of the evolution

of music

in support of his

states:

'The ulterior course of evolution
is indicated in the system of overtones •••• Thus the European ear has
comprehended th~ bases of tone, has
instinctively guessed its structure,
and has created its own tonal system in
accordance with the example set by
nature herself.' 21
19
20

Yasser,

Joseph,A

Theory of b;volving 'l'onali;ty,
p. 62.

Gray, Cecil, A Survey of Contemporary Music, p. 138.
21
Kryzhanovsky, IVan, The Biological Bases of the
~volution of Music, p. 52.
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Henry

Cowell also joins the list of believers

the importance

of the harmonic

series.

"comparatively

few know how closely the history

mony has followed the series of natural
Assuming
harmonic

that the harmonic

analyzing
in music.

present

facts are true.

and sounding

felt more intensively

ignored.

came to combine tones, man naturally
which he had heard unconsciously

used them

were

When the urge

turned

to those

for ages as partials

of the Single tones which he had used and heard.
first partials

were most obvious

tonal combination,
of prominence

"when he desired

The
in

them 1n their order

to use intervals
were in musical

in the order of their appearance
harmonic

to the neophyte

and he employed

their ovm sake, they naturally

and

were heard and

and the upper partials

scarcely heard and consequently

in their

sorting

these tones before he consciously
naturally

Most

in some degree.

ear of man was unconsciously

The louder partials

of har-

overtones. ,,22

Each one has the partials

order of intensity
The accurate

He says that

series is the basis of

development, the following

tones are complex.

in

(and loudness)

for
history
in the

series.,,23

22Cowe1l. Henry. New Must-cal Resources, p. 3.
23
Bartholomew, Wilmer, Acoustics of Music, p. 164.

.'
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Hlndemith
favors

in his Craft of Musical

the law of the harmonic

with the principle

Composition

series and compares

of primary colors

it

into which light

may be divided.
"The eye perceives in light
which has been split up by a prism,
a natural series of vibration frequencies. The light of the sun always
produces the same immutable series of
colors familiar to us in the rainbow.
Now, just as light consists of graduated colors of the spectrum, so a tone
consists of many partial tones.
The
spectrum of the world of sound is the
harmony or overtone series.
A tone
produced by a voice or instrument
carries with it a greater or lesser
number of barely audible overtones.
Their order is not arbitrary; it is
determined by a strict la~ and is as
immutable ~s the color series of the
rainbow. "24
Arguments against harmonic series as basis
for historical acceptance.
Helmholtz

is not of the opinion

series had a great influence
is the melodic

character

much of the development

on our music.

that prevailed

during

of music.

Man's musical

think-

24Hindemith,

argues Helmholz,

at all for harmonic

There are oriental

His reason

of music

ing was of a linear character,
"had no feeling

that the harmonic

and he

accompaniment.1I25

systems today and there existed
Paul, The Craft of Musical

som~

Composition,

Ek. I, p. 15.
25

Helmholtz,

Herman,

Sensations

of Tone, p. 253.

16

melodies

in ancient times which scarcely admitted

harmonic

feeling.

Yasser

of any

infers that since music is an emotional

art

more than it is a rational one, that it is not primarily
based on the harmonic

series.

If music were a rational

art then it "is highly probable
based,

•••• on the series of overtones,

categorical

imperative

only be an absolute
series), without
Another
believes

opinion,

exactitude

the slightest

modern

because

of rational musical

acoustic

the

thinking

(peculiar

of intervals.

in primitive

other intervals

of the octave is based

of the upper partials,

"the innocence

fusional

relations. ,,27

that thirds and sixths will always be

most satisfactory,
but because

that in all

of the non-coincident

must rest upon their mutual

Watt believes

as an

music and also on the ar-gu-

ment that only the consonanoe
upon the coincidenoe

to do

Basing his

like many others, on the lack of harmony

"ingredient"

to this

Henry Watt

that the harmonic has little or nothing
acceptance

can

deviation.,,26

writer, the psychologist,

with the historical

partials

that it would be directly

not because

of any phYSical

of certain aesthetic

characteristics.

reason,

and psychological

,,28

26Yasser, Joseph, A. Theory of Evolving Tonality, p. 236.
27
Beatty, Riohard, Hearing In Man And Animals, p. 128-9.
28
Bartholomew, Wilmer, Acoustics of Music, p. 165.

l~

We have already discussed
the sUbject of consonance
previous

harmony

authorities

and dissonance

heading of Harmonic

we have of attempts

various

Series.

under

the

The first record

to set forth a physical

are writings of a mathematician,

theory of

d'Alembert

who said that he was indebted to earlier
Rameau

on

(1762)

speculations

of

(1721).29 Their theory was that every fundamental

tone tlheard in nature"
harmonic,

the octave,

and so on.

is accompanied

by its second

its third harmonic,

the twelfth,

They settled on the interval lying between

the octave and the twelfth, namely the fifth, as the
"most consonant
interval

to the scheme of nature" and that this

should be most pleasing.

By far the most quoted authority
who published

his great work Tonempfindungen

of Ton~) in 1862.
of material

The English

provided

lator, A. J. Ellis.
tific knowledge
nevertheles~

translation

(Sensations
has a wealth

in the notes added by the transMuch has been added to the scien-

of sound since Helmholtz

wrote his book,

his findings are an indispensable

the sutdent of acoustics.
this paper--Science
29Jeans,

is Herman Helmholtz

aid to

The book so often quoted

in

and Music by Sir James Jeans,

Sir James,

Science and Music, pp. 156-7.
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eminent English

scientist--is

admitted

by the author

to include much that is merely Helmholtz,
written

in simpler

Helmholtz
and dissonance
of a higher

modernized

and

language.30

quotes the old definition

of consonance

from Euclid.

is the blending

"Consonance

with a lower tone.

Dissonance

is incapacity

to mix, when two tones cannot blend, but appear rough
to the ear. ,,31 Helmholtz'
advocated

theory of beats which he

after extensive research has influenced

tists and musicians

in the last half century.

of beats is his explanation

of consonance

sc1en-

This theory

and dissonance.

When two tones are slightly out of union a throbbing
heard which is spoken of as beats.
dissonce.

The "areas of the diaphram

two notes overlap.
ration

This beating

is

is the

affected by the

In the overlapping

region the vib-

is violent when the two notes are in the same

phase, weak when they are in opposite phases.
is the familiar phenomena

The result

of beats. ,,32

Two tones of the same number of vibrations
to be in unison

and there are no beats present,

one or the other is slightly raised or lowered,

are said
but if
beats

30Jeans, Sir James, in the preface to his book
Science and MUsic.
31
Helmholtz, Herman, Sensations of Tone, p. 226.
32
Sabine, Wallace, Coll~cted Papers on Acoustics,
p. 109.
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occur.

If the number of beats

the vibration
pleasant

numbers,

is small compared

then the dissonance

as in the Voix Celestes,

to

is not un-

but as the interval

between the tones increases the effect becomes more
unpleasant

up to a certain point and then subsides.

This interval

at which point the dissonance

disappears

is called the "Beating distance,

and in the region of

middle

in fixing

C musicians

are unanimous

it at a

minor 3rd.,,33 Beating which results from two tones within
a minor third are rougher and more easily

"deet.ed" than

those which lie outside the minor third.34
Percy Buck lists the following

occasions

where

beats may arise:
In the case of pure musica.l sounds
(1) between the tones themselves;
(2) between their combination-tones.
In the case of clangs beats may arise
(1) between the primes;
(2) between the prime and the overtones of the other;
(3) between the overtones of one and the overtones
of the other;
(4) between combination tones.35
36
33

Buck, Percy C., Acoustics

for Musicians,

p. 144.

34Broadhouse, John, Musical Acoustics, p. 301.
35Buck, Percy C., Acoustics for Musicians, p. 143.
36Bartholomew, Wilmer, Acoustics of Music, p. 166,
speaks of the discord arising from the relationship causing the presence of beats between the two series of partials
belonging to the two tones of an interval.
It can be seen
that. the partials of both tones introduce nothing new, but
only reinforce the elements already present.
But in the
minor third for example "the third partial or the upper tone
falls close to the fourth partial of the lower; and the
fourth of the upper quite close to the fifth of the lower.
Th~ resulting beating and dissonance helps to give the minor
third its veiled quality."
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Illustrating
following

Helmholtzs'

experiment

idea of beats is the

with two tuning forks:

The pitch of one Was kept fixed
261 vibrations to the second, while the
pitch of the other started 262, and was
gradually raised. As the pitch rose,
beats were heard, for a time, but
subsequently could no longer be distinguished as such. The sound of the
combined tones began by being pleasant
to tho ear, but as the number of beats
per second increased, it gradually
became more unpleasant.
The unpleasantness reached a maximum when there were
about 23 beats to t%~ second, and then
began to decline.'
Modern writers
Kemp, ~,

volumetric

Pratt, Stumpf and others.

great proponent
means

include ~,

than an impression
binations.,,39

Stumpf is the

of the Theory of Fusion.38

"the experience

of belonging

of binary

fourth, thirds and sixths

is unaffected
gree of fusion
tones.

difference

com-

Then comes the

(2) degree of fusion

by tonal region if ratio is same. (3) Deis independent

(4) Addition

fusion.

rather

are (1) that the highest

degree of fusion is that of the octave.
fifth,

Fusion

togetherness

of the unitariness

Its main points

theory,

of relative

of

of other tones does not change

(5) Small changes of vibration
in fusion.

intenSity

make little

(6) Degree of fusion is the same

37Jeans, Sir James,

Science and Music, p. 153.

38i\ccording to .Stumpf, the terms consonance,
fusion (Verschmelzung) are identical.
Max Meyer Contributions Toa A Psychological Theory of Music, p , 60. Watt
also uses the term "timbre" interchangeably with fusion
and consonance. Psychology of Sound, p. 207.
39Schoen, Max, The Psychology

of MUSic, p. 50.
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whether

within or beyond the octave

(a fifth of a

twelfth).40
Lipp reverses

the relationship

between fusion and

consonance.
because

He says that two tones "are not consonant
41
they are consonant. II
Pratts order of interval s

according

to fusion are as follows:
octave
fifth
fourth
minor sixth
major sixth
major third
minor third
minor seventh
tritone
major seventh
major second
minor second
Some conclusions

Although

they arrive at their theories

by various

and sometimes devious ways, most all physicists
that consonance
between

depends upon the simplicity

th~ frequencies

fact is considered

of the intervals.

the physical

may be more psychological.
is possible

agree

of vibration
At least this

basis of a problem which

For as Bartholomew

says, WIt

for an interval to be asthetically

dissonant,

while mathematically
40Schoen,

consonant,

and vice versa."42

Max, Thti Psychology

For

of MUSiC, p. 48.

41Ibid., p. 50.
42
Bartholomew, Wilm~r, Acoustics

of Music,

p. 188.
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example,
perfect

the fourth, theoretically,
consonances,

is one of the most

but its effect is usually

dissonant

A clash between

when the lower note is in the bass.
upper tone and the overtones

of the fundamental
causes a tendency to resolve into the third.43
The word dissonance

necessarily

a scientific

use to "designate
sonance."44
music

It is a word which we

comparatively

civilization

of the dissonances

slight degrees of con-

more dissonance

we see a growing

tendency

to crowd out the consonances.45

haps a more accurate

Per-

statement would be that more and

h~s entered the sanctum of consonance

and

been accepted on equal footing.

The law underlying
compared

is not

Step by step through all the history of

in Western

subsequently

which

as it is generally used
term.

the

the relations

to the law of gravity.

rules governing

architecture,

is a law, say theorists,
corresponding
"g r-avLtation

43Haydon,

of tones is often

Just as there are certain

machinery

and so on, there

which is basic and unalterable

with th~ law of gravitation,

which is the

of all the tones of any organic
Glenn,

Introduction

scale to t he

to Musicology,

pp. 35-36.

44Meyer, Max, Contributions To a Psychological
Theory of Music, p. 60.
45
Hanson, Howard,American Jouranl of Psychiatry,
November 1942.
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common

tonic, with which is, indissolubly

another

law or principle

harmonic

of speoific division

of all

combinations

into consonanoes
natural

connected

force.

(perta.ining to this or that soale)
46
and dissonances. II
Tonali ty is a

These laws are founded

characteristics

of sounding materials

in nature,

in the

and of the ear,

as well as in the pure relations of abstract

numbers.

Kryzhanovsky

speaks of the importanoe

correlations

of sounds as the "axis of the whole evolu-

tionary

movement

phrase,

"Music is the oonscious

The leaning
tectural

of musio.,,47

delight of mathematios. ,,48

dissonance,,49 which offends our intellect

as an art.

building

traditions

There may be various

styles of

of ornamentation

which vary

with the fashions of the times and the
which play so large a part in molding

But the basic laws of gravity

horizontal

and

Music is often oompared to archi-

and diverse methods

like music,

art.

He quotes Leibnitz's

tower of Pisa has been oalled an "archi-

sense of equilibrium.
teoture

of the mathematical

lines in orderly

a nation's

with vertical

array are eternal.

and

Hindemith

46Yasser, Joseph, A Theory of Evolving Tonality, p. 289.
47
Kryzhanovsky,
Ivan, The Biological Bases of the
..I!:volution
of Music, p. 4.
48Ibid.,

p. 3.

49 lb.lod., p. 32.
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uses the same comparison

in his book.

If the whim of an architect
should produce a building in which
all those parts which are normally
vertical and horizontal (the floors,
the walls, and the ceilings) were
at an oblique angle, a visitor would
not tarry long in this perhaps
50
"interesting" but useless structure.
Modern music may wander through all the labyrinths
of atonality,

po1ytona1ity

it is probable
phenomenon

and vaguness

that such a commonplace

of tonality,
and obvious

as the major triad will remain.

much a part of man's being to be ruthlessly
Its importance

satisfaction,

Just as the reiteration

contrast
almost

exclusively

the ear because

welcome

by the laws of nature.

of continual

consonances

and

century ear, so music made up

of dissonance

of its complete

is likely to displease
lack of repose.

release from the more restless

~

dissonances.

expressed by the small ratios,

likely remain the backbone of our music
the problem

of consonance

psychological

22.

and dissonance

And

will

system.

Although

is mainly a

one, it has its roots in the structural

50Hindemith,
P.

in

use of the major triad is likely to remain a

the intervals,

Bk, 1,.,

cast aside.

music might seem lacking in movement

to a twentieth

judicious

It 1s too

is supported by acoustics, by the laws

of psychological

Palestrina's

but

Paul, Th~ Craft of Musical

Composition,

25

quality

of the ear a.nd also in the simple mathematical

ratios which are components of the consonance~.
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CHAPTER II
Acoustical

Experiments

of Pythagoras

Some two thousand five hundred years ago, in the
sixth century B. C., Pythagoras made certain experiments
with sound which became the basis for man's subsequent
knowledge

of music.

Sir James Jeansl says of the phi-

losopher

that he was the first, so far as we know, to

consider

the question

scholars--Why

t~at to some extent still baffles

1s consonance

of small numbers?

associated with the ratios

The tale2 is told that Pythagoras

was

led to his investigations

by the chance hearing of some

hammers

as he was walking past a

sounding

blacksmith's
the hammers
Then,

together

shop. Upon investigation,
weighed in the proportion

suspending

ness, he fastened

he noticed

that

of 6, 8, 9 and 12.

four strings of equal length and thickweights in the above mentioned

propor-

tion and got the sam~ sounds that came from the hammers,-lAn interesting book based, like many others, on
Helmhol tz •s 'Sensations of Tone II is Si r James Je ans '
Science and Music, p. 154.
2Numerous versions of the blacksmith story are told,
very probably all of them merely products of the writers'
imaginations.
Burney gives a rather exhaustive description in his A General History of Music, p. 343., and
Redfield's Music, A Science and An Art has an account
on p. 69.
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the octave,

the fifth md the fourth.

He found thatO

the sounds from strings whose length ratios are one,
two, three and four are more pleasing
those whose lengths are expressed
is of interest
ratios

to the ear than

in larger numbers.

to note that Pythagoras

It

thought of these

in terms of string-lengths,

physicist

thinks of vibration

are inversely

the same.

where the modern
ratios.4
But the ratios

These intervals,

in the following

I~

"I
:i,

ratios,
nearly

were to be the only consonances

recognized

for

;~

2000 years.5

Fundamental
only
1:2
consonance[octave
for
nearly
fifth
2:0
2000
0:4
years
fourth
The Pythagorean
of harmony

~~
~~~~

doctrine

that "all nature consists

arising out of number,,6 is a simple answer

to the question

but still does not go into the reason

for this law of consonances

and small ratios.

are th~ ideas of the philosophers

Correlated

of Confucius'

time

ORedfield, John, describes Pythagorean investigations in his Music, A Science and An Art, p. 69.
4Ferguson,

Donald,

5Redfield,

John, Music, A Science and An Art, p. 69.

6

Jeans,

!;1
p

A History

of Musical

Thought,

Sir James, Science and MusiC, p , 154.

p. 27.
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"who regarded

thli;small numbers

1, 2, 3, 4 as the source

of all perfection. ,,7 Later, Helmhol t , that astute
scientist

and acoustician

of the determination

of consonance

small numbers--namely
all complex

was to offer an explanation

lithe discovery

sounds into pendular

to the laws of sympathetic
regards

as harmonious

as continue

by the ratios of
that the ear resolves

oscillations,

vibrations,

and that it

only such excitements

of the nerves

\"Ii
thout disturbance. ,,8 However,

side of the matter

has been discussed

according

t he physical

in the first

chapter.
It remains
discovered

the musical

a stabilization
for music

an undeniable

fact that Pythagoras

ratios and "therefore,

of musical

as is a uniform

intervals

provided

which was as useful

system of weights

and measures

for commerce. ,,9
The Monochord
One of the few events in early music history
around

which there is no controversy

of the monochord.
modern,

agree

following

both ancient

and

that it was invented by Pythagoras.

description

7Jeans,

given in a footnote

The

by Burney

Sir James, Science and Music, p. 154.

8
9

All historians,

is the invention

Helmholtz,

Herman,

Sensations

Ferguson,

Donald,

A History

of Tone, p. 229.
of Musical

Thought,

p. 28.
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is worthy of interest:
The monochord was an instrument
of a single string, furnished with
movable bridges, and contrived for th~
measuring and adjusting of the ratios
of musical intervals by accurate
divisions.
Arist Quint says that
this instrument was recommended by
Pythagoras on his death-bed, as the
musical investigator, the criterion
of truth.
It appears to have been in
constant use among the ancients as
the only means of forming the ear to
tha accurate perception, and the voice
to the true intonation of those minute
and difficult intervals wfbch were
then practiced in melody.
Rejection
Pythagoras

of the Third

failed to recognize

the third as a

consonance

along with the octave,

The Greeks

never got the third "into the focus of their

attention";ll
the third

had it been possible

have equaled
carry through

our own.

a harmonic
Certainly

any analytical

have undertaken.12

probably

for them to accept

they might have gone on into the combinations

of sounds and developed

omission,

fourth and fifth.

system which might

they were equipped

processes

to

which they may

Had it not been for this one sin of

one writer theorizes

that ~armonic

practice

would have been as far advanced by the

lOFootnote onp.
History of Music.
llRedfield,

344 of Charles Burneys'

General

John, Music, A Science and An Art, p. 70.

l2Ferguson, Donald, in his History' o.f Musical
Thought p , 31, tells of the excellent mental equipment
of the Greeks.
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Christian
reasons

era as it is today. ,,13 Redfield gives two
in support of his theory--one

the early Greek's
of music.

education

is the fact that

included a thorough

study

For the past three hundred years this has

not been the case.

The second reason is that the Greeks

at "that period possessed
analytical

perhaps the most keenly

minds the world has ever known. ,,14

This

surmising

seems far-fetched,

because man was

not yet ready to travel so far afield in the realm of
tonal combinations.
in determining

Historians

have differed

the cause of their failure to recognize

the third.

Nevertheless

theoretical

incompetence.

One very plausible

put forward

by Ferguson15

is that the peculiar

of Greek
harmony

somewhat

poetry
useless

all are agreed that it Was not

and music made any attempts
and even unimaginable

says that "Like Moses, the Greeks

toward

to them.

Ferguson
land,

the real reason

lay in the large numbers which Pythagoras

found in the

He

constructed
13Redfield,

relation

saw the promised

but could not enter it.lll6 Doubtless

ratio of the third.

reason

an eight note scale by

John, Music, A Science and An Art, p. 70.

l4Ibid•
15
16

Ferguson,
Ibid.

Donald, .a..Historyof Musical

Thought,

p. 30.
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starting with an octave and inserting
the intervening tones found by proceeding by perfect fifths from the
lower tone ••• lt was discovered that
the third E Was related to C in the
complicated ratio of Bl/64, and hence
the major third was classed as a
discord.17
The growth
possibly
remains
where

of music has been deliberate

and

slow as compared with other arts.
that the Greeks

they were prepared

were not able to do so.

had not reached the stage musically
to accept the third and they
Daniel Gregory Mason

the childishness

with which music

people

as the Greeks"

so gifted

The fact

says that

"was practiced

by a

lay in the "disadvantage

of living too near the time at which it (music) emerged
from savagery."IB
Looking

back at the experiments

are struck with the importance
covering

subsequent

knowledge

the foundation

of music.

and fourth

of the octave,
for man's

We also, have found that

had it not been for the Greeks'
the third as a consonance

failure to recognize

along with the octave,

that music might have progressed
However,

17 Hamilton,
Susic, p , 92.

it remains
Clarence,

fifth

much more

an indisputable

fact, that

Sound And its Relation

18Mason, Daniel Gregory,
runners, p. 22.

we

of what he did in dis-

the ratios of the consonances

fifth and' fourth--laying

rapidly.

of Pythagoras,

Beethoven

to

and His Fore-

32

Pythagoras

discovered

the principle

which underlies

our present

system of musical knowledge,

experiments

set the first standard for measuring

judging

sounds.

and his
and
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CHAPTER III
Application

of the Three Consonances
of Pythagoras
The Octave

It is a matter of history that the first interval
to which

the ear became accustomed

is the only interval
matter

was the octave.

It

which "is found in every scale no

in what country or what period of hi story it WaS

used. ,,2 Primitive
of interval,
octaves.3
simplest

Was usually

rendered either in unison

Of all the consonances

or

the octave is the

and most perfect with its ratio of 2 to 1 as

discovered
between

chorus music, when it took any form

by Pythagoras.

The relationship

is so strong

the notes of an octave that the similarity

sound is striking
if the listener
In the history
"uni versally

even to the point of sounding

is confronted

with infamiliar

of music the octave has become

recognized

as the framework

of

identical

quality.4
almost

on which the

lIn the glossary to their book, Hearing Its
Psychology and Physiology, Stevens and Davis give this
defini tion of the octave. -- "An octave is th...interval
between two frequencies having a ratio of 2 to 1. One
octave is equal to 1200 musical cents." p , 453.
2Bartholomew, Wilmer, Acoustics of Music, pp. 163-4.
(This is an excellent book on acoustics.)
3

Hamil ton, Clarence,

4

Beatty,

Richard,

,b;pochsin Musical

Progress,

Hearing In Man And Animals,

p. 13.

p. 159.

I
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notes

of the scale are strung, though the number and

relative

spacing of the intervening notes may vary from

one country

to ano ther. II
Reasons

5

for Importance

of Octave

Perhaps the most natural reason for thu ear's
acceptance

of the octave as its first interval Was the

singing together
Unconsciously
difference

of men and women or men and boys.

they sang an octave apart because of the

in registers.

order of intervals
certainly

in the harmonic series.6

fifth, fourth and third were to be the

same as their positions

of prominence

in the harmonic

Whether the ear accepted these intervals

because of the relative weakness
writers

It is

true that the historical order of acceptance

of the octave,

series.

Another reason may lie in the

have not yet agreed.

of the higher partials,

Nevertheless,

it cannot

be denied that there is a close parallelism,
incidental

6

or natural.

of the relationship
basis for scales.

Helmholtz7

series is the

bases his argument mainly

on the idea that ancient composers
5Beatty,
pp. 159-160.

either

denies the validity

and that the harmonic
Helmholtz

first

had no feeling for

Richard, Hearing In Man and Animals,

6The consonances in their historical order of
acceptance are discussed at length by John Redfield
in Music A Science And An Art, pp. 73-77.
7

-

Helmholtz,

Herman,

Sensations

?!LJ

.

. .. _- ',-

of Tone, p. 253.

__-

-

','

¥ - - _

_

.__

;
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harmonic

accompaniment

and that "many popular melodies

of older times or foreign origin,
harmonic

accompaniment

character.II8
Bartholomew

scarcely admit of any

at all, without

injury to their

On the other side of the argument

is Wilmer

who says:
As a matter of fact, the scientific
basis of consonance and dissonance, and
of the fundamental rules of harmony, is
to be found in the relationships of the
harmonic series, although it must be
constantly borne in mind that their
development has been greatly influenced
by aesthetic principles as well •••• It
seems more than a historical coincidence
that the order in which intervals have
been accepted for use in music performed
in parts parallels as closely as it does
the order in which they occur in the
harmonic series. The supposition is that,
since most tones are complex, man's ear
had unconsciously been absorbing the sound
of these intervals in the harmonic series
of many of the ton~s he heard; and when
he desired to use intervals for their
own sake they were naturally in musical
history in the order of their appearance
(and loudness) in the harmonic series. 9

The octave

is the most natural

all the intervals
place

whether its importance

in the harmonic

series or not.

two tones of the octave
identical.

and universal

The quality of the

reason

cho sen as the fir st interval in combining

9Bartholomew,

Herman,

is due to its

is so similar as to seem almost

But the most plausible

8Helmholtz,

of

Sensations

Wilmer, Acoustics

fd r its being
tone s lay in

of Tone, p. 253.
of Music, pp , 163-164.
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the natural

consequence

of the singing together of men

and women or men and boys.
Magadizing
"The history of Western music has followed the same
path

through the centuries in its recognition of the
10
values of the harmonic interva1s_"
In the course of

time, the first interval to which the ear became harmonically adapted

was necessarily

or coincidentally

lithe

interval

lying between the first and second partials,
11
the octave."
This singing in octaves occurred before
the earliest beginnings
different

given

of polyphony

voice registers.12

"Magadizingll was the term

to this type of singing,--a

"magadis"

an instrument

as a result of

term derived from the

on which it was possible

to

play in octaves.13
A footnote

History

of interest is found in Ferguson's

of Musical

prophetically
accepted.

Thought concerning magadizing

and

touching on the next intervals to be

It reads:
Aristotle asks, in one of his
problems, why 'magadizing' is not

10

sx,

Hindemith,

Paul, The Craft of Musical Composition,

1, p , 85.

11
12

Redfield,

John, Music, A Science and An Art, p. 73.

Hindemith, Paul, Th~ Craft of Musical Composition,
Bk. 1, p. 85.
13
Ferguson, Donald, A History of Musical Thought, p. 22.
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performed with the fifth as well as the
octave, since the fifth is nearly as
consonant.
His answer is not very
clear, but implies that it is because
when we sing in octaves the two melodies
sound as one. while if we sing in fifths
the two melodies are not the same.14
The early Greeks employed no other concord
music

al though

the fourth

they were acquainted

acoustically_

for disapproving

many

gives his reasons

consonances

He

"both tones are con-

one by the other" and compares part-music

speakers

to

"who are saying the same thing at the

same time, when we should understand
better,,15 which seems to indicate,
Aristotle

with the fifth and

of the use of any other interval.

says with the other
cealed,

Aristotle

in their

a single speaker
says Jeans, that

"did not possess a true polyphonic

ear. ,,16

The Fifth
The human mind was slow to accept intervals
even a slight dissonance.
in which there
fifth.17
man's

with

The interval after the octave

is thu least element of dissonance

Therefore,

the second interval

ear Was the fifth although

"among theorists

as to whether

is the

acceptable

a "long battle"

it was a discord

duced by the Devil to spread discontent.II18

to

waged
intro-

This

l4Ferguson, Donald, A History of Musical Thought,
l5Jeans, Sir James, Science and Music, p. 161.
l6:Ibid.
l7parry, Charles H., The Evolution of the Art of
Music, p. 87.
l8Cowell,

Henry, New Musical

Resources,

p. 12.

p. 48.
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interval

is the third partial in the harmonic series.

Thus, the historical
order of prominence
century

follows the

in the harmonic series.

the fifth and (by ~nversion)

accepted

as consonances

By the tenth

the fourth were

and sung in parallel

motion

suggested that they might be.l9

just as Aristotle
Parry

order of acceptance

says that since some voices were deep basses and

some high tenors with others between the two, it was not
always

convenient

to sing in octaves and Singers had to

find some other "relation of pitch at which it would be
convenient

to sing the plain song or chant simultane-

20

ou sly. "

The human ear was certainly
in the ninth

century and the sixth century before Christ

or for that matter,
ninth century
musical

idea.

the same structurally

the present century.

But to the

mind melody was the only conceivable
The only way harmony2l could be produced

was to add melody

to melody.

As Pythagoras

19See note 15 and corresponding

had found,

text in this chapter.

20parry, Charles H., in The Evolution of the Art of
Music gives this reason for the entrance of thl::fifth.
pp. 85-86.
21
Ferguson, Donald,A
History of Musical Thought,
P. 48.
"No evidence exi sts of the pract ice of harmony
in pagan or early Christian Rome. No attempts toward
harmony are mentioned in the treatises down to the
cessation of literary effort--about the end of the
sixth century.
The first records which show the idea
to have come into existence date from the end of the
ninth century."
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thet~ifth

is acoustically

after the octave,

the smoothest concord possible

Th~ mediaeval musician lacked any

other criterion

for the judgment of •••••his intervals
22
than this value of acoustical smoothness."
It is

worthy of note here, however, that man's attitude was
beginning

to change toward the term consonance.

Writers

even as early as the latter half of the ninth century,
including
a tendency

Hucbald,a

monk of St. Amand in Flanders,

show

to apply the term consonance to simultaneous

sounds where hitherto the term referred to pleasant
relations

of successive tones.23

Organum
Organum
fifths

24

(or Diaphony)

about lOth century

was the name given to this singing in

and fourths.

The fourth of course resulted when

the singing in octaves and fifths produced parts separated from each other by a fourth.25
nature
known

~xperiments

of this

were made freely before 1200 and were not unbefore 1000.26

22
Ferguson, Donald, A Hb;tory of Musical Thought,
p. 49.
23
Ibid., p. 48.
24

Ferguson, Donald, in his A Hi~tory of Musical
Thought, p. 49, says that the word organum is liaseviden~ly derived from organ as the term 'magadlzing' is
derlved from magadis.
It Was also called 'diaphony'-differentiated song."
25
Redfield, John, Music. A Science and An Art, p. 74.
26
Pratt, Waldo Seldon, The Hi~tory of Music, p. 80.
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As has been pointed out, the development

of music

has always been affected by the times and conditions
in which men lived.
wi th dread because
dicted

the end of t he world had bee n pre-

at that time.

forebodings
joyous

activity.27

the people broke into

Great cathedrals were built and

an impetus.

A new method of adorning

th~

song sprang up in the form of organum. 28
29
There were two general types of organum.
Strict

organum

was characterized

use of the consonant
octaves.

Added

voices

the principle
~onsisted
27

by parallel motion and the

intervals fourths, fifths and

Th~re were two voices--the principle

(vox principalis)

p,

But when it passed and their

were not fulfilled,

art received
plain

The year 100 A. D. was approached

voice

and the o r-ganaf voice (vox organalis).

were obtained by doubling at the octave
and organal voices.

Free organum30

in holding the organal voice stationary

'
Hamilton, Clarence,

on

Epochs in Musical Progress,

36.

28Nef, Karl, An Outline of the History of Music,
says, "The strange designation 'organum' is
derived from certain passages in the Vulgate, the Latin
Bible, for example, 'Canetes domino in organis'
(1. Par. XIII, 5), from which the meaning of festive
song arose the word organum in the Christian Church.
Thus the attempts to sing polyphonically seem from the
very beginning to have been viewed as something festive."
29
A clear description of the types of organum is
given on pp , 57-64 of Finney's History of Music.
p,

53,

30Ib id., p , 59.
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the tone preceding
tritone until

the one which would produce the

the principal

where the parallel

voice had reached a point

motion could again continue."

The two following

examples of organum are given

by Nef. In the first, the voices start in unison,
diverge
fourth

stepwise until they reach the interval of the
then continue

the voices
other

then

in parallel motion.

have parallel movement

intervals.

In the second,

in fourths without

The voices are also doubled.

"Two varieties of organum were distinguished.
The following method was probably the older:
both voices are in unison at the beginning;
they then diverge stepwise until they reach
the interval of a fourth; then they continue
in parallel fourths, returning again at the
conclusion to the unison, e. g.:

The stationary voice at the beginning of
this example is noteworthy •••.•
The second kind of organum requires parallel movement in fourths without touching
other intervals.
Vfuen the voices are doubled,
the
following
form
arises:
"1
1'\

_CI

•

-;If-

•

/.

IJ

•
'r

II

..
•

CI

- •-

,
<III

IJ

•

,

CI

...

.

P'" tl-';,5 Sem- pi - ier - ?nv5.e-S

or progression

..

_II

. •
...

•
, ..
•

+-

ft' - Li· us.

in pure fifths is also demanded. "31

31Nef, Karl, An Outline of the History of Music, p. 54.
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Discant

(or descant)

The terms organum
distinguish,

11th or 12th century

and discant

but organum

are diffucu1t

is the "most general,

mo st inclusive. ,,32 However, organum
specifically

or fourths,
of parts

motion,

but in descant,

began

phonic

Was a natural

fifths

is used to des-

species of polyphony

which

and includes

poly-

from the twelfth century onward.34

outgrowth

particular

significance

lel motion

Was abandoned

the principle

"the parts

oblique and contrary motion

out of the old organum

writings

are

in consecutive

to appear. ,,33 Descant

cribe all the various
developed

generally

the

and diaphony

and early form of writing where

ran in parallel

to

of the old organum
because

It

and Was of

the principle

of para1-

in favor of contrary motion--

which became

and remained the "true

princ ip1e of many-vo iced mus Ic, ,,35 The New Organum
says Finney,
over ~urope

"spread with mushroom-like
almost

immediately

Guido. ,,36 In France
32Nef, Karl,
p.

rapidity

all

after the death of

thtJ name given to this new organum

An Outline of the History of Music,

57.

33Elson,
Grove

Louis,

Elson's Music Dictionary.

34Rev• Dom Anselm Hughes writing on descant in
I s Dictionary
of Music and Musicians, V:ol., II.
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I

was dechant,

arising in the twelfth century and develop-

ing in that country into a high degree of polyphonic
excellence.37
The following

illustrations

show visually

the

types of organum.

oali.

Cj,e

L;>I~
V61c.c

,." u}rc.~

I

,Da, c~

Q. 7J

1•_•_•_ _•

The Fourth
The fourth has really already been accounted for
in the discussion

of the fifth since it is an inversion

of the fifth and they entered music "together, like
Tweedledee

and Tweedledum.,,38

37Nef, Karl, An Outline of the History of Music,
p. 55.
38Redfield,
p,

74.

John, Music, A Science and an Art,
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However,
early

there is some disagreement

consciousness

as to the

of the intervals of the fourth

fifth--which

appeared

standpoint.

Parry says that the fourth was the first

interval
is almost

first especially

and

as a usual thing with primitive
inconceivable

the habits of harmonic
selected

practice

saturated

It
with

that any men could have
It is to

at why the fourth would seem more pleasing

and conclusive
The reason

than the third.40
for the preference

for th~ fourth

than the fifth seems to rest upon the fact that

"whereas
from

to the musician

tribes.39

the fourth as their first interval.

be wondered

rather

from a melodic

in modern music people count their intervals

the bass, and habitually

they were built upwards,

think of scales as if

in melodic

systems it is in

most cases the reverse.,,4l
The three consonances

of Pythagoras

were actually

put to use in the order of their degrees of consonance
and their

importance

that most

elem~ntal

a result
which

Music,

of intervals,

as magadizing

41Ibid., p. 18.

as

registers

about the sixth century.

Parry, Charles H., Th~ ~volution
p. 20.

40Ibid., p. 17-18.

The octave,

appeared naturally

of singing by voices of different

became known
39

in the harmonic series.

of the Art of

'"

..

'
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.' '.
The next interval
which appeared

in line of consonance

is the fifth

in conjunction with the fourth.

Organum

was the early name given to this singing in fifths about
the tenth century.
which initiated

Discant was a later form of organum

the practice of contrary motion.

The

slow process of development has now reached a point
where one step seems to be necessary, namely the ear's
acceptance

of th~ third.

BUTLER UNIVE:t.SITY',
JOllDl~.N COLLECt ,_
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CHAPTER IV
The Acceptance
Attitudes

of Thirds and Sixths

of early 14th century mind

We have traced the historical
octave,

fifth and fourth.

the early part of the fourteenth
follows

of the

The next and fourth interval

to take its place as a consonance

appearance

acceptance

was the third,--in
century.

Still this

the order of the harmonic series.

Just how and exactly when the ear began to recognize
the third as a consonance
suggests

th~ possibility

is not known,
of recognition

Redfield
through "trial

and error by singers, or by the discovery of some
investigator
introduced
octave,

in musical theory. ,,1 And, just as the fifth
the fourth as its complement

so too, the introduction

within the

of the major third

into the octave and into the fifth brought

also the

minor

third as its complement

within the fifth, the

minor

sixth as its complement

within the octave, and the

major

sixth as the complement

of the minor third.

Fourth

interval

Fifth interval

to appear
to appear

(con. ) major 3rd (4:5)
(con. ) minor 3rd (5:6)

all
introduced
Sixth interval to appear (con.) minor 6th (5:8)
as
complements
Seventh interval to appear (con.) major 6th (3:5) of maj. 3rd.
lRedfield,

John, MUSic, A Science and an Art, p. 70.
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This dual entry of the third and sixth is undoubtedly
the "mo st important

event in the history of music,

for

out of it grew the whole system of harmony. ,,2 Yasser
says3 that the "med t aeva l ear was basically
in its harmonic appreciation
the smallest

conceivable

fore, the introduction
change.

and that the fourth was

consonance

to the ear.

of the third brought

There-

in a radical

It "enlarged the scope of their resources,

their materials
4

nous.1I

quartal"

became more systematically

and

heteroge-

But many years were to pass before composers

were to make use of the thirds by contrasting
more perfect

consonances. 5

The mediaeval
on music.

them with

period was not unprolific

in writers

Franco of Cologne laid down the rule. "t.hat

the ear was the final judge as to consonance

and disso-

nance. ,,6 Up to this time, writers had supposed that no
advance

could be made over the canons of Pythagoras.

Franco defined the consonances

as follows:

Two tones sounding together and
blending so well that the separate tones
2

Redfield,

John, Music, A Science and An Art, p. 69.

3Yasser, Joseph, eminent mUSicologist, in the
Journal of Musicology, Vol. 2, No. 4 March 19414

Music,

Parry, Charles H., The ~volution
p , 100.

of the Art of

5Ibid•
6Finney,

Theodore, A History

of Music, p. 94.
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could hardly be distinguished, constituted a perfect consonance.
Octaves
and unisons fulfilled this requirement.
Imperfect consonant intervals were
those produced by the sounding together
of two tones which, although not being
judged dissonant, distinctly maintained
their own individuality.
Major and
minor thirds met this distinction.
Intermediate intervals were those halfway
between the perfect and th~ imperfect,
namely, the fourth and the fifth. Less
distinction is made between various
kinds of dissonant intervals, of which
Franco forgets altogether to mention
the major second. The minor second,
augmented fourth and major and minor
sevenths he calls perfect dissonances,
which were intolerable; the major and
minor sixths he calls imperfect, and
consequently tolerable, dissonances.7
Helmholtz
de Muris,

says that Philipp de Vitry and Jean

well known writers of the fourteenth

mention

as perfect

fifth;

as imperfect

consonances
consonances

The fourth has been cut out.8

century,

the unison, octave and
the thirds and sixths.
In a manuscript

written

about 1371, major and minor sixths are spoken of as
admissable

in succession.9

The parallel

fourths and

fifths of the old organum were beginning

to pall and

7Finney,

'I'heo
do re., A Hi ::;toryof Music,

8Helmholtz,

Herman, Sensations

n-

94.

of Tone, p. 196.

9Burney, Charles, inA General History of Music,
p. 675, quotes in substance from Theinred, Precentor of
the Monastery of Dover who was the author of a manuscript on music in three books written about 1371.
This manuscript is preserved at Oxford. The second book
treats of Musical Concords, De Consonantus Musicorum
Sonorum.
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the musical
a fuller

system as we know it now was approaching

As thirds became more acceptable

expression.

in the fourthteenth
becoming

century, fourths were gradually

less and less pleasing.
Faux-bourdon

(early 14th century)

As to the specific use of these new consonances
(new that is the human ear--not acoustically)
to Faux-bourdon

we come

which according to Nef "Ls a special

kind of discantus",

whose "significance

lies in the

fact that it not only employs parallel thirds, but is
actually based on these. 1110 Use of the termll(meaning
false bass) arose from the fact that it was sung differently from its notation.
below
higher

"One imagined thirds placed

the cantus firmus,

but then sang them an octave
,,12
than they were imagined.

ce n c.e.i. ve.d.

~:

Ct/f1

Re--rtcLe'r e d.

~:

~
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~
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~
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..L
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e
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e

~
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10Nef, Karl, An Outline of the History of Music, p. 56.
11
Hughes, Rev. Dom. Anselm, in an article on
Fauxbourdon in Groves' Dictionary of Music and Musicians
speaks of Shakespeare's spelling of the word as Faburden.
12
Nef, Karl, An Outline of the History of Music, p. 56.
l3Ibid•
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There

is some difference

bourdon--whether
Groves'

of opinion as to faux-

it was of French or English origin.

Dictionary

gives a list of writers for ecah

side of the argument

and cites the strongest point in
is its French name.14

favor of a French origin--which
Notwithstanding

beliefs to the contrary,15 most writers

now think that it is of English origin.
Monachus

Guilelmus

(c. 1450), the very earliest writer to mention

faux-bourdon

called this mode of writing "modum

anglicorum.1J16

It is certain that this system of sing-

ing in thirds and sixths developed very rapidly in
England and eventually spread over a large part of the
.
17
contlnent of Europe.
The English had already achieved a high degree of
perfection

in musical

expression

famous piece of secular music,

as evidenced by the

the ~

Sumer Is

14HUghes, Rev. DomAnselm,
in an article on fauxbourdon in Groves' Dictionary of Music and Musicians,
Vol. II.
15Ferguson, Donald, A Hil:;toryof Musical Thought,
beginning on page 75 gives an entertaining account favoring French origin of faux-bourdon as a device which
sprang up as a subterfuge for evading a decree from
Avignon of Pope John XII which forbade use of any
consonances but the octave fourth and fifth.
16Jeppesen, Knud, The Style of Palestrina and the
Dissonance, pp. 203-4.
17
Barnes, Harry, An Intellectual and Cultural
History of the Western World, pp. 477-8.
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Icumen

from about 1240.18

In, dating

Yasser

speaks of the "evolutionary

tween the organum

(lOth century),

(early 14th century)
system
which

of triads

connection

be-

the faux-bourdon

and the subsequently

(in their four-part

developed

harmony form) of

the latter absorbed the two former principles,

just as the organum

first mcr'ged into the faux-bourdon. ,,19

It is qUite remarkable

that the new consonances

the consequent

could so naturally

effects

into a structure
composed

"Ars Nova"
The term ars nova
of the composers

(14th century)

(new art) expresses

The new use of thirds

in a new art indeed.

was predominant.20

rhythm

always

associated

with its originator,

diplomat,

ars nova

as a title for a theoretical

is

the "poet, court

De Vitry had used

the term

work which was

about 1320 and exerted a strong influence

l8Ibid•
over a ground
19Yasser,
History

in-

bishop, composer and theorist, Philippe

(c. 1291-1361).

20

Another

The expression

de Vitry

published

the attitude

was a greater use of duple rhythm where before

triple

official,

had been

ideas.

of the period.

and sixths brought
novation

be built

of music which heretofore

on such different

with all

This rota is a canon for four voices
bass.
Joseph,

A Theory of Evolving Tonality,

Barnes, Harry, An Intellectural
of the Western World, p. 540.

and Cultural

p.69.
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on many contemporaries
(the ars nova)

and successors." 21

is essentially

important because for the

first time we find consecutive
parallel

movement

perfect

intervals

Was first in use, it

took about a whole century (the thirteenth)
division

of consonances

well as the rudimentary
were outlined
exponent

in

frowned upon.

"From the time faux-bourdon

correct

This writing

before tho

and dissonances,

as

rules of part-progression •••••

by Philippe de Vitry.

That luminous

of 'Ars Nova', after strenous efforts made by

his predecessors

and, no doubt, by himself too, finally

discovered the. right tract to further harmonic develop22
ment."
Anot.har writer of the same century, Johannes
de Muris23

(the Norman),

speaks critically

of the new

art-'v/hat a rudeness', he said, 'what
a brutality not to distinguish an ass
from a man, a goat from a lion, a sheep
from a fish; the descanters sing without
any knowledge of harmony their voices
totter around the tenor wi thout any

22
Yasser, Joseph, A Theory of Evolving Tonality,
p. 344.
23
There is considerable confusion about Johannes
de Muris.
As a matter of fact, according to Waldo Selden
Pratt in his History of Music pp. 84-5, he explains that
there were two of them, both living in the 14th century.
One Was a Norman who wrote extensively on musi cal subj ect s,
the other was French and more radical than the first.
There is a question whether this French Johannes de
Muris might not have been the author of 'Ars Nova' instead of de Vitry.
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system and if they sometimes produce
a concord it is just a lucky accident,
similar to that of a stone which hits
the target about once in a hundred
times, when flung at random by an
unskilled hand.' 24
Yasser

speaks of the antagonism

toward the new use

of thirds and sixths which writers like de Muris expressed
even after the "Ars Nova" Was established.
Muris

considered

Johannes de

the octave, fifth and fourth as having

a "nobler" effect on t he human mind than the third and
sixth.25
Dunstable
The first use of thirds and sixths was clumsy and
rough to our ears.
these intervals
it.

They were willing and ready to use

but did not seem to know how to go about

It remained for Dunstable to achieve a natural use

of the third.

Faux-bourdon

had taken such a strong

hold on English music that th~ third began to adjust
itself

in the music of the time and became a natural

rather

than an unnatural

the revolutionary
Heretofore,
between

sound.

Of great import was

treatment of discords by Dunstable.

the discord had been placed on a weak beat

two concords.

But their understanding

of har-

mony was such that the results were often (to our ears)
24
Quoted by J. Yasser in A Theory of Evolving
Tonalit~, p. 347.
25Ibid•
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unpleasant

and awkward.

to what

would call passing tones or suspensions.

We

dissonant

Dunstable

discords

I~

~

between ..
two harmonic tones.26

f *~

-e-

The early fourteenth

and the introduction

opposed

as unsatisfying.

the new interval

I

s

II

century ear Was basically

quartal

of the third Was at first

Its early use Was clumsy but

was possibly

the greatest

step in the

of music since the third for many centuries

has been the most important unit in our harmonic
Its appearance
guided

The

tone is the passing tone and is introduced

in stepwise progression

history

restricted

in f aux-ebour do nj and De Vitrys'

system.

"Ars Nova"

the course of music to the full appreciation

the third and its complement
gradual
Dunstable

rejection

the sixth and also to the

of the fourth as a consonance.

had a great part also in presenting

in a more skillful

of

the third

and :flexible manner and paved the

way for the later composer to write in a fuller harmonic
s t y Le ,
26

See Theodore Finney's A History of Music, p. 124,
for a discussion of Dunstable' s use of thirds and treatment of discords.
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CHAPTER V
Changing Attitude Toward Dissonance
Not until

around thirteen hundred when thirds and

sixths appeared on the aural horizon did a full acceptance of what Pythagoras
thousand

discovered

years before, come about.

theoretically

These two thousand

years might well be called the "apprenticeship
of our own musical

system."

1

two

period

Up until this time, music

had been hampered by the failure to recognize the third
as a consonance.
hitherto

Now, composers had a wealth of material,

unused, to explore and with which to eXperiment.

Again it is pointed out that the ear had been physically
capable

all the time of accepting these intervals, but,

heretofore,

the attitudes and habits of man discouraged

any inclination
of sound.

to travel too far afield in the world

Watt, the eminent pyschologist

says it in

these wor-ds :
music has its limits of development
set at any time chiefly by the trend
of habits of the listener and his
powers.
According to these powers
the basal pleasantness of music may
be spread through a greater and greater superstructure of detail. 2

lHamilton,
p,

Clarence, Ephocs In Musical Progress,

56.
2

Watt, Jenry J., The Psychology of Sound, p. 139.
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I.
I

The Fourth as a Dissonance
A change

toward

was also taking place in the attitude

the fourth.

as a consonance

This interval had been in good repute

since the days of organum and, acoustically,

since Pythagoras,

but with the entrance of thv third and

sixth, the fourth began to be considered dissonant

for

the first time3 in the fifteenth century and has so continued.

Jeppesen

says that th~ passing of the fourteenth

into the fifteenth
line, especially
happened

in music of technical regard •••••What

at that time may be characterized

the conception
recognition
musical

century marked a "significant boundary

of consonance--the

as a change in

definite practical

of the third and sixth as not alone having

privileges •••• equal to the fourth, fifth, octave,

but moreover

as main consonants. "4
Palestrina5

(16th century)

(The Full Perception of Dissonance Treatment)
The name of Givovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina
one which

is

stands out When the phenomenon of dissonance

is investigated.

His music represents a turning point

°Jeppesen, Knud, The Style of Palestrina
Dissonance, p. 147.

and the

4Ibid., p. 202.
5A book which goes deeply into the subject of
Palestrina's perception of dissonance is the one previously quoted, Knud Jeppesen's, The Style of Palestrina
and the Dissonance.

1
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!
in the history of dissonance.
rules regarding

dissonance

For a long time, the

treatment had been growing

t

stricter.

t

[

All that musicians knew about dissonance

been handed
refined

down to Palestrina

and he simplified and

all that he inherited from his predecessors

regarding

its use.6

After Palestrina,

stricting

dissonance

were to relax gradually,

brought

had

these rules rebut he

to the history of music the "moment when the

full perception

of the dissonance as a musical phenome-

non, and simul taneously

the complete mastery of it were

attained. ,,7
~

I

I
I

Jeppesen

speaks of the "fundamental law of Pales-

trina's

style, the strict execution of the rules con-

cerning

the conjunct introduction

dissonance.1I8
consonant.
melodic,

The music of Palestrina

of the

is preeminently

The utmost care is taken to coordinate the

harmonic

part of a melodic

and time elements.

"Each component

line is almost invariably consonant

with the prevailing
stress.

and continuation

sonority at any point of rhythmic

Any melodic

6Ibid., p. 3.
7 Ibid. , p. 268.
8.Ibid., p. 268.

note whi ch would produce a dissonant
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impression
complete

is used in thus preserving
consonance.,,9

the illusion of

The music of Palestrina may be

said to be calm and serene, unemotional

because of its

rest.rained use of the dissonance, which seems inevi tably
10
bound up with the expression of emotion.
This accent on consonance made Palestrina's
"somewhat

colorless

and flat ••.•• and mellifluous

music
series

of chords at first charms, but finally cloys. "II
Jeppesen
treatment

describes three phases of dissonance

as follows:
1. Dissonance as a secondary phenomenon (melodically induced, accidental dissonance).
2. Dissonance as a primary phenomenon
("musical" dissonance in conscious,
deliberatel~ stressed contrast to
conso nance .)

9

Hanson, Howard, in an article entitled "A Musician~
Point of View Toward ~motional ~xpression" in The
American Journal of Psychiatry, Vol. 99, No. 3~ov.
1942.
10Ibid. "Palestrina's contemporary, Don Carlo
Gesualdo, a 16th century rapscallion who ended by hacking his wife to pieces with a knife, used for more dissonances than pious Palestrina ••••Man of the world,
social gallant, artistic dilettante, swashbuckling swordsman ••• It is natural that such a man should be musically
as well as socially unconventional.
If we examine his
music we find the use of free dissonance Cor expressing
the emotion indicated by the words. In his setting of
the madrigan Tu M1uccidi, 0 Orudele he uses the dissonance of the unfamiliar augmented triad to emphasize the
word 'kill' even though the poem has to do only with the
killing of love by the heartless fair one."
llMason, Daniel Gregory,
runners, pp. 103-4.
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3. Dissonance employed as a means
of poetical expression. 12
1st phase begins with earliest polyphony_
2nd phase about 1400
3rd phase about 1600
The following example13 is an excerpt from a motet,
Veni

Sanctus

Spiritus, by Palestrina

use of consonances
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at the work of Palestrina

rru».

Tndj'

from the per-

of our time we are convinced that he represent-

ed the high point in the careful and skillful treatment
of dissonance.
Henderson,
universally

We might also say, in the words of 'In. J.

that Palestrina

is a man "who has been

accorded a seat among the Titans of music. ,,14

12Jeppesen, Knud, The Style of Palestrina and the
Dissonance, p. 85.
13
Hanson, Howard, The American Journal of Psychiatry,
Vol. 99, No.3,
Nov. 1942.
14
Henderson, W. J. , How Music Developed, P> 74.
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Monteverdi
After Palestrina
use of dissonance
latter
make

sixteenth

a remarkable

(17th century)

th~ strict rules affecting the

gradually relaxed.

A composer

and early seventeenth centuries

born in Cremona in 1567.

dissonances

must be prepared.

a harshness

to break upon the ear unexpectedly.

all

allowed
A

di scord would

to musical mankind15,,; but 1n

IIbecome a necessity
I

Heretofor~

Now Monteverdi

was to come when this unprepared

Monteverdi

to

departure from the beaten path was

Monteverdi,

t Lrne

of the

s time it Was a decided innovation.

to use these dissonances

1n his madrigals

He began

in 1599 and

aroused the ire of critics including Artusi.16
Monteverdi
formed

at Mantua

wrote an opera Arianna which Was per1n 1608.

remains--

a "Lament".17

dissonant

progressions,

do u s , say s Henderson,

the arguments

Unfortunately

It contained these disputed
but the effects were so tremen-

that they "quite demol ished all

of the opponents

Kryzhanovsky

only a fragment

of t he novel ty. ,,18

says that of our two most ordinary

15Parry, Charles Hubert, Tht::Evolution of the Art
of Mu sic, P • 134 •
16Henderson, W. J., How Music Developed, p. 260.
17F,
~nney, Theodore, A History of Music, p. 233.
18
Henderson, W. J., How Music Developed, p. 260.
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chords,

the tonic and th~ chord of the dominant

"the latter was introduced
seventeenth

century,

seventh,

only at the beginning of the

by Monteverdi

who added to the

major

chord of the fifth degree thu dissonance of the

minor

seventh.u19
Cecil Gray calls Monteverdi

Columbus

the "Cristopher

of music, or at least the Amerigo Vespucci

who has given his name to the continent which others,
as much as he, helped to discover ••..As in the actual
physical

world,

there are only two worlds in music:

the Old Polyphonic

World of Palestrina,

World of Monteverdi;

the New Harmonic

there is nothing e:}_se.
,,20

Bach

(18th century)

Tempered Tuning
An understanding

of Bach's music is closely bound

up with the system of equal temperament
feasible.
system

Modulation

which he proved

had been impossible under the old

and the advent of tempered tuning opened up wide

possibilities

of modulation

between keys, giving music

an elasticity

before unknown.

It has not been settled just who invented the
19

Kryzhanovsky, Ivan, The Biological Bases of the
Evolution of MuSiC, p. 12.

~o

Gray, Cecil, Ii Surveyor' Contemporary MUsic

p.

255.

I
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system of equal temperament nor exactly when it was first
thought

of.

employed

But it is unlikely that it was extensively

before the time of Bach, "who brought the system

to practical

perfection. ,,21 Willaert (about 1550) had

solved the problem by dividing the octave into twelve
equal semitones, 22 but his device meant little at first
because modulations

were so sparingly used.

But with

each passing

century Willaert's

more meaning

until it would become a uni versal compromi se

with the scale of nature.

idea was to take on

Equal temperament as a science

was first set forth in a satisfactory manner by Jean
Philippe

Rameau,

the French opera composer, in his

'Trait~ de I' Harmonie',
in the seventeenth
actual practice

Paris, 1722.23

But it Was late

century before it was employed in

in the northern part of Germany.

The

first we hear of its definite use was in thy famous
organ

which Arp Schnitzer built for St. Jacobi at Hamburg

in 1688_92.24
resembling

At least this organ was tuned to something

equal temperament.

This system of tuning has grown in favor since Bach
21Henderson,

W. J., How Music Developed, p. 100.

22S ee ~'--I son liT
s Music Dict onary on emperament.
23
.
Henderson, W. J., How Music Developed, p. 100.
24

Jeans,

Sir James, Science and Music, p. 175.
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until

it is now in general use for all keyed instruments.

With it, the system has brought its advantages and some
disadvantages.25
music

On the credit side is the fact that

can be played

equally well in all keys.

the main disadvantage
of the intervals
octave

is a large one--namely

However,
that none

that lie within the range of a single

is in perfect

tune except the octave itself.

The singer, when left to his own devices, unaccompanied
by an instrument
intervals

tuned to equal temperament,

different

an instrument.

will sing

from those he would sing with such

The same is true of a violinist.

But

in spi te of this great faul t tempered tuning is more
practical

than any other system that has been brought

forward.
In the eighteenth

century, Johann Sebastian Ba~hJ

a product of the more individualistic
formation,

advocated

with other new ideas.

Protestant Re-

the use of tempered tuning along
After the organ at Hamburg was

tuned thus, he had his own clavichord and harpsichord
tuned to it and wrote the immortal.!"forty-eight"
(V'lohltempiertes !Clavier) to "prove that it enables
compositions

in all keys to be played without disagree-

able discords. ,,26 After J. S. Bach I s death, his son
Carl Philipp
25

~manuel ~ach started a campaign in favor of

Jeans,

Sir James,

26 Ibid. p . 175.

Science and Music, pp. 175-6.
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equal-temperament

but the world was extremely

take up this new idea.

slow to

Organs were not built often and

most of them in ~urope were already tuned otherwise. 27
.c;specially in .l!;ngland28
was it slow in being accepted.
Not until

about the middle of the nineteenth

were .c;nglishpianos
Beside

not so restrained
the careful
trina's
Bach's

composers

in new uses of dissonance.

and meticUlous

employed

of the new tuning, Bach
He Was

in his treatment of dissonance

harmonies

impaSSioned

tuned to equal temperament.

his championship

also Was a pioneer

century

Palestrina.

had been predominantly

dissonances

moments.

~fuere Palesconsonant,

freely, especially

Howard Hanson contrasting

as to dissonance

treatment

as Was

in his
the two

says:

in the Palestrina style ••••dissonance
Was introduced through rhythmic displacement of melodic lines by what the
musician calls suspension, anticipation
and the like. In the music of Bach,
however, dissonance in the melodic
line is consciously used by the simple
expedient of reversing the order of
consonance and dissonance in terms of
its position relative to the rhythmic
pulse.
That is, instead of having the
consonant melodic note on the strong
pulse followed by an interpolated
27l\ccording to Sir James Jeans, Science and Music,
p. 175, the organs of Bach's day were usually tuned to
the mean-tone system.
28

Ibid., p. 175. "Not a single one of the .l;!;nglish
organs shewn in the Great .l!;xhibition
of 1851 was so
tuned." (i.e. in equal temperament.)
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dissonant 'passing' note, the order
is reversed so that the dissonant
melodic passing note comes on the
accent (over a consonant sonority)
followed by the consonant resolution.
By this device the melody in itself
takes implications thereby greatly
increasing the possibilities of emotion expression. 29
Following

this same line of reasoning,

speaks of the three classes of dissonance

Dorian

pointed out

by 'Quantz as tho se to be played mezzo forte, forte
.
and fort i sSlmo,
respec t'lve 1y. 30

the dissonance
lution.

must be made stronger than its reso-

Philipp ~anuel

foreign

"t.o ne

regardless

He also says that

Bach believed that every

to the key can very well stand a forte,

of whether it occurs in dissonance

or

consonance. ,,31
Bach with his sponsorship of tempered tuning made
possible

excursions

into all keys and brought

to music

a new use of dissonance, that of an accented dissonance
rather

than a passing note as an unaccented
Beethoven

Beethoven

dissonance.

(19th century)

is another link in the chain which connects"

~9

Vol.

Hanson, Howard, The American Journal of Psychiatry,
99, No.3, Nov. 1942.

30Dorian, Frederick, The History of Music in Performance, The Art of Musical Interpretation From the
Renaissance to our DaY, p. 168.
31Ibid•

,.
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the ideas of Palestrina
Like

with the ideas of Wagner.

all of this group after Palestrina,

was a revolutionist.

Beethoven

He breke new greund and influ-

enced the ceurse of music to. a remarkable

degree.

Bach's music never was much in the public eye during
his lifetime
Beetheven

er even after his death for many years.

influenced

than the medest
appreciated

young cempesers much mere strengly

Bach.

much later.

Beetheven,

Bach's

influence Was to. be

Schauffler, biegrapher

of

calls him the "Martin Luther ef music. ,,32

This biegrapher

says that Bach was neglected

fer such

a long time after his death that "the beldness ef
Beetheven

wen autherity with yeung cempesers

leng be-

fere thlj bo Ldrie ss o f Bach. ,,33The critics on the other
hand oppo sed hi s revelutienary
berated

ideas.

He Was seundly

fer starting his First Symphony en a dissenance

which was even eut ef the main key.34
Beetheven's
dem,35

especially

style is neticable fer its great freein centrasts and shifts.

32Schautfler,;Rebert
Freed Music, p. 143.

Haven, Beetheven

His music
The Man Who.

33Ib ide
34Cewell,

Henry, New Musical Reseurces, p. 14.

35LUdWig, Emil, Beetho~en, Life ef A Cenguerer,
p , 302, "he had partly changed and partly breken down
the ferms that had been handed dewn to.him."
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is decidedly

more harmonic than contrapuntal

and he

felt free to use new devices to heighten emotional
36
effects.
His characteristic use of powerful and
skillfully
richer
music.

placed discords added materially

to the

and more interesting harmonies he brought to
Parry speaks of these powerful discords

also of "more delicate gradations
ness. ,,37 Analyzing

and

of degrees of harsh-

a movement from one of Beethoven's

works, Parry describes his use of discord as follows:
When the emotional point in the
resumed subject figure is reached, it
is immediately pushed on, together
with the turn which makes it identifible, by an unexpected discord.
This
of course required its resolution,
which is made in such a way as to
produce another discord; and so by
the necessities of each resolution,
the music is pushed on step by step
till the dominant of the new and
contrasting key is reached. 38
Beethoven
a great
changing

also expanded the range of the key to

extent, not being content to abstain from som~
of tonalities

if the occasion demanded.39

It is certain that Beethoven attained a great
skill in the use of dissonances f6r dramatic and
36pratt,
37parry,
Art of Music,

The Histor:l of Music, p. 420.
Sir Charles H. H. ,The Evolution of the
p. 270.

38Ibid• , pp. 265-6.
39Ibid.,

p. 324.
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emotional

effects and that he excelled

of dissonant

uses.

Beethoven was so much the revolution-

ist that he usually
.l;!;mil
Ludwig,
Beethoven

manuscript
Beethoven

fetters

When he had written

daring intervals he would call his teachto them by wri ting on the margin of the

"ls this allowed?".

"With these three words

reminds us of one of the first aviators who

was suddenly
0f

tells a story about

and one of his masters.

ers' attention

1 aws

was at variance with his teachers •

German biographer,

particularly

in varying degrees

able to stay in the air against all the

gravity. ,,40 Thus, Beethoven broke some of the
that man's habits had forged for'him.
Wagner (19th century)

We have come a long way in this chapter from the
placid
Wagner,

Palestrina

to the storm tossed revolutionary,

who se indi viduali sm bordered on egomania.

Wagner's

music was, in his time, often spoken of as

the music of the future.

More accurately

culmination

Little

rule-bound

of the past.

music of Palestrina,

into its own.

Monteverdi,

it is the

by little since the
dissonance

was coming

Bach, Beethoven, and others,--

each broke new ground and loosened the fetters of
mans

conception

of music.

Wagner studied Beethoven

and carried on th~ idea of expanding
40LUdwig,
p,

44.

Emil, Beethoven,

the key range

Life of a Conguerer,
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which Beethoven
further
that

first delighted in and he went even

in the same direction.

"Beethoven

border;

Wagner

says

and Weber strode boldly acro ss the
feasted upon the milk and the honey.,,4l

This ambiguity
variety

W. J. Henderson

of key brings to Wagner a charm and

which is so much a secret of its fascination.

Ferguson

says that
Wagner often takes us on such
a harmonic journey, blindfolding us
for a time, and then whipping off
the bandage to show us a perfectly
unexpected harmonic lanscape so remote.
from our starting point t hat we feel
we must have been transported thither
on a magic carpet.42

Almost

every human emotion is portrayed

in its infinite variety--"timidity
heroic
hopeful
pride,
part

endeavor
energy;
rapture,

0 fit

by Wagner

and fearlessness;

and dogged labour; helpless despair
bli the amorali ty and brooding

and

regrets; •••

hatred and grief. ,,43 And the unusual

is that Viagner wi th all of hi s startling

innovations

and lack of interest in the classification

of chords was totally unselfconscious

about such

matt er s,44
4lHenderson, n. J., How Music Developed, p , 347.
42
Ferguson, Donald, A History of Musical Thought,p.477.
43
Raynor, Robert, Wagner and Die Meistersinger, p. 52.
44Ibid.,

p. 172.
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Any discussion
dissonance
clusively

confines itself of necessity almost exto dissonance

exact opposite
Wagner

of Wagner's use of consonance and

because he proves to be the

of his early predecessor,

Palestrina.

had very little use for consonance with its

suggestion

of serenity and qUiet satisfaction.

Here

was a composer who reveled in dissonance and thc passionate emotions

which they expressed.

Variety Was much

more to be desired in harmonic relationship than WaS
consonance.

Indeed consonance was quite a secondary

consideration.
Wagner's

In the duet in Tristan and Isolde,

preference

than consonance
to Tristan,
dissonances,
weaving

for variety of relationships

is clearly shown.45

rather

In his prelude46

Wagner uses, almost exclusively, decided
or rather continuously changing and inter-

dissonances.47

of the most passionate

He is setting the stage for one
love stories known to men.

The melodic line is harmonized by
a dissonance resolving to a dominant
consonance but with an accented
45

Meyer, Max, Contributions
Theory of Music, p. 78.

To A Psychological

46In book 1, p. 173 of Hindemith's The Craft of
Musical Compo si tioncan be seen a harmonic and melodic
analysis of the prelude to Tristan and Isolde (juxtaposition of intervals of varying tension.)
47pratt, History of Music, p. 707. "In Tristan and
Isolde the tonal center sometimes shifts so often that
there are times when it is hard to place;"

.,
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chromatic dissonance in the melody.
Before this harmony can seek its
point of rest the phrase is torn
from its tonal context, sequenced
twice, and expanded in order to
heighten as much as possible the
emotional tension.
When the dominant chord is finally resolved the
normal resolution is evaded by the
so called deceptive cadence and the
music proceeds on its passionate
and frustrated way.48
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to note that in the entire

"three or four brief moments of strict

are to be found.50

48Hanson,

Howard, American Journal of Psychiatry.

49Ibid•
50Ferguson,
p. 475.

Donald, A History of Musical

Thought,
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When Wagner indulged
was always to achieve

in the use of consonance

a definite end or to express a

quali ty of serenity, purity or such.
the passionately

is the refreshingly

prelude

to Lohingrin.

sparing
chords

In contrast with

dissonant prelude to "Tristan and

Isolde"

inal purity

it

consonant and soothing

In it he wished to evoke virg-

and his use of dissonances was much more

than usual.

.,

Hanslick writing of the opening

in act III of Die Meistersinger
What a surprisingly comforting
effect these two long-sustained
chords of C major have; is it because
the hearer has been longing for three
long hours for a single wholesome
concord? 51
,I

Of the long succession of composers including
Palestrina,
others,

Monteverdi,

Bach, Beethoven, Wagner and

each o~e broadened

was a reformer

th~ borders of music.

and, as is usual with reformers,

~ach
Was met

wi th oppo s1 tion.

We have seen how Pal estrina stood

for the strictest

preparation

of dissonance because the

ear at that time refused to accept any dissonance unless the roughness
before
gradual

was rigorously

and after its occurence.
relaxing

to accept

taken care of both
We have noted the

of this stubborn refusal of the ear

it until,

in the music of Wagner, dissonance

51Raynor, Robert, quotes Hanslick
Die MeisterSinger, p. 230.

in Wagner and
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has achieved

an importance and a license that previous

to his time would have been inconceivable.
combinations

introduced

Many

by these composers which at the

time were thought perilously

discordant

have "now pass-

ed into the common language of music, and are heard
with pleasure

by our modern ears. 1152

1"

,,1

52Jeans,

Sir James,

Science and Music, p. 187.
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CHAPTER VI
Tendencies

Since Wagner

It took men centuries to accept thirds and sixths,
which

to us are most satisfying tonal combinations.

These thirds
and fifths

and sixths have even superseded fourths

which are not so pleasing as they once were.

This was a slow process at first but the rapidity
which
vals

the ear has become accustomed to dissonant
in the present

compared

century has been remarkable

next smallest
thirds

It is a question whether

as
th~
th~

interval will ever become as common as

now are.

Some such tendency is already apparent.

In the chord of the added sixth the presence
major

inter-

to the usual time required to condition

ear to new intervals.

with

of the

sixth degree in a final major chord produces

a major

second between the fifth and the sixth degrees.l

This use of the dissonant

second was being pioneered

fifty years ago but is now a commonplace occurance
our popular

music.

The present
in c.omplexand
of dissonant
the modern

in

day ear delights,

so it would seem,

intricate musical structures
intervals.

listener

Too many consonances

cause

to loose interes~ but a tangled

skein of dissonances,
lBartholomew,

built up

unresolved

or long deferred

Wilmer, Acoustics

in

of Music, p. 165.
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resolution,

seem to typify the tension of the average

human being and therefore set up no antagonism
organism.

Where an interval containing

of dissonance
living

a high degree

would have irked a man with the simple

habits of an earlier age, it causes him no dis-

comfort

today and it would seem that the ear continually

"demands

more complex tonal sensations."

dissonance
Mason

in his

2

Indeed,

is the soul and substance of our music,

as

aptly puts it-- "that powerful engine of the modern

musician. ,,3
Richard
Richard
composer

Strauss, who has been conspicuous

foreshadowing

in his·wide

ally indulges
dominant

twentieth

use of dissonant

some of his younger

in commonplace

Unlike

however, he occasion-

chord progressions

cho rds which

as though a storm-tossed
to earth.

century composers

counterpoint.

colleagues,

and subdominant

smoothly

Bases

as a

since 1880,4 has been a strong advocate of

dissonance

nerves

Strauss b. 1864

II

of tonic,

soo the aching

air-ship were gliding

The listener 1s back on familiar

2Kryzhanovsky,
Ivan Ivanovitch, The Biological
of the l:!:vo1ution
of Music, P> 26.

3Mason, Daniel Gregory,
runners, p. 107.
4

Pratt,

Beethoven And His Fore-

Waldo Selden, The History of Music, p , 658.
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ground, ,,5where the ultra-modernist
entire

is apt to end an

work on an apparently unresolvable

discord.

Writing

of Strauss' use of dissonance

Ve r-kLar'u

ng !", Ferguson says, "he takes no account of the

dissonant

relations

in his "Tod und

between moving parts but makes them

march along to their appointed goal in complete defiance of orthodox rules of syntax.1I6 He is also careless in resolving
often jumping

his dissonances in different registers,

about from "octave to octave; and the

to ro lIow them, has to be equally agile. ,,7

hearer,

The late James Huneker was a great admirer of
Richard

Strauss and dedicated his book Overtones8

to him.

Huneker

considers Strauss' music the most

"definite,,9 outside of Wagner's since Palestrina.
great

critic says that Strauss expresses the thought
Its agitated expression takes form in

of the hour.
"striking
antal.1I10

harmonies, ugly, bold, brilliant, dissonThere is some doubt as to whether Strauss will

5Stokowski,
6

p.

The

Ferguson,
2617

Olga S., The Layman's Music Book, p.261.
Donald, II History of Musical Thought,

Mason, Daniel Gregory, Contemporary

Composers, p. 67.

8This is a book of essays which appeared first
separately in various magazines.
Later they were altered
and amplified for republication as a book.
9Huneker,
lOIbid.,

James, Overtones, pp. 7-8.
p. 39.
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have the preeminence

which Hunelcer predicted

for him,

but Strauss has pointed the way for composers who
followed

him and remains an important

expansion

of the field of consonance.

link 1n the

Debussy and Impressionism
Debussy,

one of the outstanding

moderns,

Was an

"impre ss i onf s t ", He went even farther than tho se before
h1m in exploring unknown paths and especially
use of unprepared
reason

dissonance.

why a dissonance

resolved.

Debussy

in the

seems to see no

should be either prepared or

He uses them when taste dictates that they

,,'

.'

may be effective.
world generally
other

moderns

He is very fond of seconds and the

accepts these seconds from Debussy and

with growing affection, particularly

when it Can hear a good old fashioned
Although

third Occasionally_

Debussy uses a whole tone scale, there most

certainly

is an underlying

feeling of tonality of which

the ear Can be conscious most of th~ time even though
mazes

of tone which would have terrified a musician

Beethoven's
that's

time.

"One must listen, one must hear, and

enough" says De bus ay , liThepleasure of my ear

is my rule. ,,11Debussy's
steered

of

impressionism

has defini tely

the course of music and in doing away with the

llDumesnil,
Dreams, p. 64.

Maurice,

Claude Debussy, Master of

,
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I
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il.
i

I

rules and traditions

surrounding chord progression

and the use of discord it has "freed music permanently
from hampering

restrictions. ,,12

r

There
favored
mering

is a certain use of dissonance which is

by Debussy

and other moderns.

It is a shim-

effect produced by soft dissonantal tones group-

ed about a nucleous of more or less clearly defined
harmony

and clashing with it, forming abou tit

aura or atmosphere

elsewhere compared to the mist which

softens

t he

writer,

this shimmering,

beautiful

outlines

of the landscape. ,,13 To the
misty effect is one of the most

which modern music has to offer.

nhile we generally

consider Debussy an innovator,

his ideas revert to mediaeval
Gray.

His characteristic

cession

is a reversion,

aeval practice
ancient

"an

times according

use of common chords in sucaccording to him, to the medi-

of faux-bourdon.14

pentatonic

to Cecil

He

also employs the

scale.

Stravinsky

and Polytonality

We also meet in this period the "polytonality"
12Hami1 ton, Clarence,
p. 209.
13Mason,
pp.

.l!;po
chs

0f

Musical Progre ss,

Daniel Gregory, Contemporary

Composers,

68-~.

l4Gray,
pp. 103-4.

Cec 11, A Survey

0

of

f Contemporary Musi

CJ
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Stravinsky,
one key.
moderns

which is the simultaneous use of more than
'l'hisprinciple

is one which practically

all

use at some time or other and very effectively.

The use of a number of tonalities rather than a fixed
single

tonality has been a natural outcome of growth

and expansion.

Leopold Stokowski, in his book published

in 1943, correlates
universe

the changing attitudes of the

with the development of music,

tht difference
sun revolved

between the Ptolemaic theory that the
around the earth and Galileo's

that the earth revolves
newer

discovery

around th~ sun and the still

theory of ~instein that our sun and its planets

are relatively
centric.
eenth

He discusses

small and that the universe

Correlatively,

centuries

a central
tonalities

in the seventeenth

is multiand eight-

most ~Uropean music revolved around

tonality

then passed gradually to related

until now we are not thus confined, but may

begin

in one key, pass through some and end in another
in true poly tonal style.15
Schonberg
Schonberg

Wagnerian.
to Wagner

and Atonality

began his career of composer as a

In his early works a remarkable resemblance
is found and some of his compositions

15StokowSky,

are

L., Music For All of Us, pp. 120-122.

II

;
I'

J

)

BO
~

I
I

similar

to Richard

influence

However, it is Wagner's

that led him to go into the unconventional

and radical
sprang

Strauss'.

Atonality.

Indeed, it is said that atonality

partly from the technique of Tristan and Isolde.

It is true that the tonal center shifts so often in
Tristan

and Isolde that it is very difficult

find the tonal center.16
than Wagner

always to

But atonality goes farther

and frankly abandons any pretense of tonal

centers.
Schonberg's
differentiation

basic belief is that there is no
between consonance and dissonance.17

He does recognize
tones,

but he uses them in all conceivable

ceivable
consonance

Ii

~j

Schonberg

combinations

j

I

I

and incon-

with out regard to the laws of

and dissonance.1B

Cecil Gray says that

is as "pedant ic in hi s avo idance of a concord

l6pratt,
l7Finney,

1

the octave as including twelve semi-

Waldo Selden, The History of Music, p. 707.
Theodore,

A History of Music, p. 56B.

l8As the reader doubtless knows, the only form
that Schonberg admits is one which he sets up for himself for each composition.
He selects for each composition a group of tones which stated either harmonically
or melodically
(vertically or horizontally) will be
recognized as the "key" 0 f the compo sition. Then he
proceeds to apply the age-old devices of inversion,
diminution, augmentation in modern guise. See Finney's
History of Music, p. 56B.
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as any academy
Instead

professor

of thirds,

sevenths

in his avoidance of a discord. ,,19

sixths and octaves,

he prefers

and ninths.

The ambigui ties of "atonali ty" distressed
musical

world

at first and music seemed to have for-

sak en all law and order.
state was developing
had been gleaned
relations.20

the

It was feared that a chaotic

which would throw over all that

from the centuries

concerning

tone

But most musicians now feel that there

is no such thing as atonality,
that term to harmonic
tonality

"unless we are to apply
disorder. 1121 The fundamental

may be vague and t h e ear not able to perceive

it but it is believed

by most musicians

there is always some underlying
whetht:lrit is sensed or not.22

that

19

Gray,

at present

tonal structure

Cecil, II Survey of Contemporary

Music,p.

178.

20Hamilton, Clarence, ~pochs of Musical Progress,
p. 198, says that "since the war ••••old traditions, laws
accepted as immutable, have been ruthlessly riddled by
criticism as Rheims Cathedral was by German bombs ••••
But it is far easier to tear down than to build up.
Many musicians, realizing this truism, have continued to
hitch their wagons to the star of tradition, while
driving it into unexplored fields; others •••have defied
all accepted laws of art, waving the red flag of musical
anarchy. II
Bk.

2lHindemith,
p. 155.

The Craft of Musical

Composition,

I,

22

Finney,

Theodore,

A History

of Music, p. 568.
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The Present Outlook
We have followed the changing attitude toward
dissonance

from the

arbitrary discord of the four-

j

teenth

century

and before through th~ sixteenth century

when its almost absolute preparation
were required

j

1

Monteverdi.
until

and resolution

until it was relaxed somewhat by
From then on, a gradual relaxing

recently I~any actually discordant

occured

harmonies

came

to be perce ived almo st as if they were concords. 1123

i

I

I

I

I

I

The trend of th~ nineteenth
increasing
Secondly,
violent

freedom of the rules governing tonal syntax.
major seconds and sevenths and even more

dissonances

"as man pushes
search

century is an ever

are

creeping into final chords

back the horizons of consonance

in his

for new artistic experiences.u24

It has come to the place already where there is
very little play of consonance
rather

a contrast

with a consonance

against dissonance

between greater and lesser2eissonance
coming as a novelty.

These dissonances,

when we first heard them, were unpleasant

r-

23Ferguson,

but

and even

Donald, A History of Musical Thought,

475.

24Bartholomew, Wilmer, Acoustics of Music, p. 165.
25Ferguson, Donald, A History of Musical Thought,
p. 478.
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,

disagreeable.
tioning,

But upon repeated hearing and condi-

th~ ear has come to take them philosophically

"

and becomes

more and more "broadminded"

in its tastes.

as accurate as the ear is it is yet
'adjustable' and is considerably
lenient toward whatever dissonance
it has heard often enough to become
familiar with.26

I
j

It behooves us to have an open mind in regard to
the unprepared

1

tonal

l

are opposed

dissonances

combinations

and try to approach

without prejudice.

these

All new ideas

(

1

I

I
I
I

and we must allow the ear to become

accustomed

to these new combinations.

to explain

to ourselves

We must attempt

and classify for ourselves

modern

efforts.

Some of it is good.

weak.

Our motto like Nef's should be:

thd

Some of it is

'Prove all things; hold fast that
which is good·' To be sure, it is not
easy to separate the chaff from the
wheat.
But the grains of wheat are
present and constitute a sowing which
promises a new harvest.27

I
I

26Bartholomew,

Wilmer, Acoustics of Music, p. 187.

27Nef, Karl, An Outline of the History of Music,
p. 351.
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CHAPTER VII
The Psychological

Aspect of Consonance

and Dissonance
Lilee the unsolved problem of why the consonances
are expressed

in ratios of small numbers

of the delight

is the mystery

which the ear of man takes in consonance.

From 900 to 1600 there seemed to be a "constant preoccupation

with the problem of consonance

But the deciding

and dissonance~l

of what sounds well is as variable

in

its taste as "in the matter of feminine beauty •••These
things,

even though affected by natural laws, change

with race, custom and age." 2 In 1738 a mathematician
called

.li.'uler
delved into the psychological

explanations

for tone relations,

his main thesis being that "the

human mind delights

in law and order, and so takes

pleasure
numbers

in discovering
expressed

with this desire
pleasure

it in nature. "3

So the small

in the ratio frequencies

coincided

for law and order, thus giving

to man.

It is easier to theorize as to the reasons for the
displeasure
cause

caused by dissonance

for th~ pleasure-giving
IStokoWSki,

o.

than it is to find a

effect of consonance.

S., The Layman's Music Book, p. 121.

2Ibid•
S

Jeans,

Sir James, Science and Music, p. 155.
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Jeans

says that it is "one of the unsolved problems

of

music. ,,4 Ho we ver-, there is no doubt that thl:.:
problem
of consonance

and dissonance

is mainly

a psychological

one and is closely associated with the emotions of man.
These

two types of intervals represent polarities

all the gradations
their greater

of human emotion are expressed

and
by

or lesser intensity.
Consonance

The criterion
leaving

or incompleteness

for something

further."

"and a desire in the
Stumpf (1848-1936) was

one of the first psychologists
Th0 publication
a trend toward
rather

I
I
I

I

I

there

an "acou at t co+p sycho lcg rc e.Lvf
one.

for consonance

as the experience

Jeans,

Sir James,

His term--"fusion"--

is defined by the psycho-

produced by two stimuli,

Science and MusiC, p , 156.

5parry, Charles H. H., The ~volution
of MusiC, p. 87.
6Schoen,
7Lang,
p , 976.

theory

of two elements as one. When

is a single impression
4

to examine consonance.6

of his book, Psychology of Tone, caused

than a phsiological

as a synonym
logist

of

off upon it,,5 without causing a sense of dis-

satisfaction
mind

of consonance is the "possibility

Max, The Psychology

of the Art

of Music, p. 10.

Paul Henry, Music in Western Civilization,
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there

is an awareness

of two stimuli.

which

of the presence

The impression is that which is one,

not the producing
of fusion

notwithstanding

cause.

"Tones which produce this effect

in a higher degree are consonant, while those

show only a low degree of fusion are called disso-

nant.u8
Consonance
purity

is used to express qualities of serenity,

and freedom from passion.

discusses

In the chapter which

Wagner's music we have seen how he employed

consonances

to express purity in the prelude

Lohengrin,9

and other similar portions of his operas.

Dr. Hanson

calls consonance

to

a "pleasing vitamin

and cites the opening bars of the Star-Spangled

in musid'lO
Banner

in the use of consonance for the purpose of ennobling,
invigorating

and inspiring.

and patriotic

Similarly, martial music

songs are largely consonant.
Dissonance

There

appears to be three main psychological

for dissonance.
Without

reasons

The simplest one is that of contrast.

it there would be nothing to hold the attention.

Consonances
monotonous.
8Ibid.,

repeated

ad infinitum would become unbearably

Sunshine after rain is more radiantly
pp. 47-48.

9See Chapter V under Wagner.
Vol.

lOHanson, Howard, American Journal of Psychiatry,
99, No.3.
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beautiful

because of the memory of the rain.

We use

di s sonance "partly to bring the beauty of the fir st
(consonance)
sonance

into relief, by contrast. 1111 "Any con-

prolonged

and progressively
sensibility

indefinitely would become intolerable,
so until we were tortured into in-

to it.,,12 The fact that a tonal stimulus

indefinitely

prolonged

becomes disagreeable

the great psychological

principles

is one of

that underly con-

sonance and dissonance.
II second psychological
of dissonance
movement.13

reason for the existence

lies in its transitory nature.

The mind is never satisfied with dissonance

but is urged on, though temporarily
delayed,

There is joy in the striving

just as there is joy in mountain

or crossword
desire

frustrated or

to th~ inevitable consonance which will set

th~ mind at rest.
consonance

It impels

toward

climbing

puzzles, but the goal is always a fixed

in the mind.

IlHelmholtz,
12Redfield,

liThe exercise of any of his

Herman, Sensations of Tone, p. 331.
John, Music, A Science and An Art,p. 85.

13parry, Chas., The ,h;volutionof the Art of MusiC,
p. 120.
"In a perfect work of musical art there is no
absolute point of repose between the outset and the
close •.• ~very discord must have its resolution; but
till the moment of complete repose which brings the
work to conclusion, each resolution is only so far
complete as to satisfy the mind partially."
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gives pleasure to a healthy being.u14 Thus,

faculties

the human mind takes pleasure in the process of wandering
through

the maze of dissonance ~o arrive at the goal

of consonance.

These dissonances

onward,

it is impossible to rest upon discord,

because

"impel the movement

and the mind is not satisfied till the source of disquiet

is intelligently

merged in a more reposeful

combination. ,,15
The third purpose of dissonance concerns its use
to the composer.
emotions

of passion,

the chapter
composer's
passion.

anger~6 excitement

the

and so on.

including Wagner we have also discussed
skillful use of dissonance

In
the

in portraying

Dr. Howard Hanson says there is even a connec-

tion between
crime."
Journal

It is his means of expressing

dissonance

and "revolutionary

ardor and

In his article written for the American
of Psychiatry,

Dr. Hanson worries over the

widespread

use of dissonance

consequent

effect upon the next generation.

14Jeans,
l5Parry,
p. 120.

Sir James,

in our modern music and its
The radio

Science and Music, p. 156.

Chas., The EVolution of the Art of Music,

16Jeans, Sir James, Science and Music tells of the
increased dissonant effect obtained by striking the
piano very hard. The result is an increase of the
relative proportion of the upper harmonics, which
"imparts dissonance and harshness as well as m~re
loudness." p. 98.

)
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7

•

J

,j

,
1

is deluging

our ears with sound.

taunt because
prophesies,

of the present mode of living, and, he

the present trend of music will increase
of patients in our mental hospitals.17

the number

Dissonance
produces
where

Our nerves are already

is an upsetting

element in music which

a tension in the listener which may vary any-

from slight uneasiness to acute aural di stress.

Two courses

are open to composers,

broadcastors.

Music according to its ingrediants

the proportions
invigorating,

concert artists and
and

of its components may be "soothing or
ennobling or vulgarizing,

philosophical

,~

or orgiastic.

It has powers for evil as well as for

good. ,,18
For the sake of art both elements--consonance
and dissonance--are
no t purely

necessary.

acoustical,

They co-exist
ance demands

They are pheriomena

but acoustico-psycholog ica1.l9

and complement

each other.

and flows into consonance.

The dissonThis feeling

l7Hanson, Howard, American Journal of Psychiatry,
Vol. 99, No.3.
l8Ibid•
19"Arthur von Oettingen (1836-1920), German physicist and musicologist, was the first to prove that the
consonant quality of the major triad cannot be entirely
explained from its physical properties, for thu basic
tone has several dissonant overtones. II Paul Henry Lang
Music In Western Civilization, p , 975.
'
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for resolution,

says Glenn Haydon,

is one of the most

psychological

criteria

two "at least

in the history of music up to the

twentieth
opposite

for the distinction

between the

century. ,,20 These two types of sound express
emotions

expressing

and are the "most important means of

affections

because without mixing beautiful

sound with the ugly, there would be no musical method
for provoking

and satisfying

the listener. ,,21 Yasser
chological
polar

antagonism"

elements

factor

the different

emotions of

speaks of the "eternal psy-

which exists between these two

which "will forever remain an irrevocable

of musical

art, based on the same organic laws

as Life itself. ,,22
Conditioning

as a Psychological

The mind constantly
according

Factor

analyzes and tries to judge

to a sense of order all the stimuli which

come to it through the ear.
been built up for centuries
is a concert

Habits of thought have
and each man by the time he

goer does not listen exclusively

own ears but with those of his predecessors
20 Haydon,
pp. 91-92.

Glenn,

Introduction

2lDorian, Frederick,
formance, p. 142.
22Yasser,
p. 194.

as well.

to Musicology,

The History of Music

Joseph, A.Theory

with his

in Per-

of ~volving Tonality,

r-

I
I
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,
)

J

In other

words, all that has been decided

and clung to as aural habits shapes the taste and inclinations

J

I

in the past

humans

of the listener.

are bundles

Psychologists

of habits--their

the individual s who preceded

tell us that

own and those of

them.

Sometimes

we wonder

at the way in which the ear adjusts itself to strange
J
and neW harmonic

combinations.

Walter Damrosch

once

I

said in a lecture

that the human mind was much like the

I

back

it can be whipped

of a donkey;

into "callousness

to almo st any kind of harmonic punishment. ,,23 l!;ven
such habits

as use of a tonic as a gravitational

or the conception
dissonance
habits

of the perfect

may be explained

of thought.24

of any interval

psychologically

as aural

or rejection

would almo st seem to depend upon the
listener,

by the musical

Ivan Ivanovitch
surgeon,

fourth as almost a

Thus the acceptance

"ear of t he particular
fluenced

center

has written

who is in turn in-

age in which he lives.,,25

Kryzhanovsky,

Russian musician

a book called The Biological

and

Bases

of the l£volution of Music which it would be well for
23Redfield,

John, Music,

A Science and An Art, p. 82.

24Ferguson,

Donald, A History of Musical Thought,

p , 5.

25CoV'lell, Henry., New Musical

Resources,

pp , 10-11.
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everyone

interested

In it he explains
nance

in consonance

the changing

and dissonance

number

of vibrations

process.
sonance

into a consonance,Kryzhanov-

the reaction

or irritation,

world. ,,26 The author

then gave meat
procedure,
when

recalls

Pavlov,

to a dog.

the saliva

conditional
to respond

reflex

definite

ditions

between

The two elements
change,

Bases

repetitions

The principle,

of

of this

stimuli

he called

a

So, the ear has come
and has been educated to

unless

have occurred

the polarities

from the external

in the dog's mouth flowed freely

tonal procedures

changes

to an external

in which he rang a bell and
After

and is frustrated

Great

"By the term reflex

the famous experiment

or response.

to certain

or reflex"

of an organism

proceeding

he heard the bell.

expect

when we hear a dis-

to students of psychology.

thb psychologist,

conso-

so much with the

to the IIconditioned response

we understand

toward

to read.

as with a psycho-physiological

To explain what happens

sky refers

stimulus

attitudes

as not connected

or its resolution

familiar

and dissonance

to follow certain

con-

it hears them.
within the distance

of consonance

and dissonance.

themsel ve s , it can be as sum ed , do no t

but taste and fashion most assuredly. do.

An

26Kryzhanovsky,
Ivan Ivanovich, The Biological
of the Evolution of Music, p , 29.
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everyone

interested

In it he explains
nance

the changing attitudes

and dissonance

number

of vibrations

process.
sonance

in consonance and dissonance

as not connected

to read.

toward conso-

so much with the

as with a psycho-physiological

To explain what happens when we hear a disor its resolution

sky refers
familiar

into a consonance,Kryzhanov-

to the "condi tioned response or reflex"

to students of psychology.

we understand
stimulus

the reaction

or irritation,

"By the term reflex

of an organism

proceeding

to an external

from the external

world. ,,26 The author recalls the famous experiment of
the psychologist,
then gave meat
procedure,
when

to respond
expect
ditions

the bell.

After repetitions of this

The principle,

reflex or response.
to certain

definite

tonal procedures
unless

changes have occurred

the polarities

he called a

So, the ear has come

stimuli and has been educated to

and is frustrated

Great
between

to a dog.

in which he rang a bell and

the saliva in the dog's mouth flowed freely

he heard

conditional

Pavlov,

to follow certain conit hears them.
within the distance

of consonance

and dissonance.

The two elemen ts themsel ve s, it can be assumed, do no t
change,

Bases

but taste and fashion most assuredly. do.

An

26Kryzhanovsky,
Ivan Ivanovich, The Biological
of the Evolution of Music, p. 29.
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interval

may come to be accounted

until

that time was a dissonance.

ating

tendency

is responsible

a consonance
Perhaps

which up

this fluctu-

for the fact that the two

concepts

have never been fully explained,

thousand

years, the definitions

Nand for a

have varied.N27

The

ear seems to crave some new harmony after a time of
comparative

stagnation

it had steadily

and accepts a new iriterval which

rejected

for centuries.

Then after much

repeti tion it becomes bored and seeks new fields.
sated ear forever

demands n~w harmonies

fast learn to tolerate,

NThe

which it will

and then dismiss as threadbare

and uninteresting.N28
Gradual

expansion

The development

of range of consonance

of music has been a gradual expan-

sion of the range of consonance.
long periods
pushes

of experiencing

back the boundaries

and responds
which
sphere

of consonance.

polarity

of consonance

~7Hindemith,
Bk. I,

the same tonal stimuli
of its musical

to new stimuli.

it has heretofore

The human mind after

consciousness

It begins to accept those

rejected,

thus, ever widening

This process does not destroy the
and dissonance,

it.merely

Paul, The Craft of Musical Composition,

p , 85.

28 Jeans,

the

Sir James, Science

and Music, p. 186.
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transfers

the boundary line between them.

doubtedly

an evolutionary

It is un-

process and will so continue.

Watt says that nature has been IIshaping the marvelous
organ of hearing towards perfection. ,,29 Nei ther does
the enlargement

of the field of consonance

range of dissonance

to contract, but lithe complication

of the field of consonances
and complication

is accompanied

by the growth

of the field of dissonances. 1130

The gradual advance
the progress

cause the

into the realm of dissonance or

of music in general is by nature accomplish~d

amid friction

and struggle.

of Kryzhanovsky,

Every period, in the words

is "fettered

by a certain scalej and the

effort to escape is attended by the bitter resistance of
erudite theorists,

composers, performers,

who refuse to understand
overflowing
biological
effective

with di ssonances

0

filled to

f all sorts •••.Thus the

law of the struggle for existence

becomes

in music. ,,31

Henry J.,
30Yasser,
p.

new compositions

and the public,

The Psychology

of Sound, p. 26.

Joseph, A Theory of Evolving Tonality,

237.
31

Kryzhanovsky, Ivan, The Biological Bases of the
~volution of Music, p. 46.
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The phenomenon
a manifestation

of consonance versus dissonance

of our inner being and is "~ssentially

not a static phenomenon.rr32 These opposite

an evolving,

stimuli will doubtless

continue to exist as the polarities

of our aural sense unless
of its nature,

"our psyche, from the strength

reacts in a radically

to what we understand
gradual

is

different manner

as 'opposite' sensations. "33 This

widening of the range of consonance and the

psychological

law involved are well expressed by Pope.
Vice is a monster of so frightful mein
As to be hated, needs but to be seen;
But, seen too oft, familiar with her face,
We fir st endure, then pi ty, then embrace.

32

Yasser, Joseph, A Theory of Evolving Tonality,
33Ib d
O

1 .,

p. 235.

p. 3.
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Conclusion
There can be no doubt that the fundamental physical
law concerning

consonance

and dissonance

is that the

small er the numerical ratio of the vibration rates of an
interval the more consonant it becomes.
the first to discover this acoustical
three most consonant

Pythagoras was

truth and his

intervals, the octave, fifth and

fourth were to be the only acceptable consonances
nearly two thousand years.
rejected the third.
the melodic

Pythagoras,

for

unfortunately,

The reasons, we have found, lay in

character of Greek music and its close re-

lation to poetry and also in the very complicated ratio
(81/64) which Pythagoras got by constructing an eight
note scale and proceeding
less, the philospher
law of acoustics

by perfect fifths.

presented

Neverthe-

theoretically

the basic

which underlies our present musical

system.
Physicists

and musicians are quite divided as to

whether these consonances of Pythagoras
quent ones were accepted
respective

prominence

and the subse-

in their order because of their

in the harmonic series.

evident that there is a close parallelism.
vals which are most prominent

Those inter-

in the series have been

the first to be accepted by the ear of man.
partial

It is

The seventh

which would be a Bb over C is the exception and
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remains a dissonance.
as elemental

Th~ harmonic

series is probably

as the colors of the spectrum. In any

case, the affinity between the series and the order of
acceptance

is very close, whether coincidentally

or

otherwise.
The first interval to be accepted by the ear was
that most universal
octave.

and purely consonant

~ither because it was the loudest of the over-

tones in the harmonic
unconsciously
natural

interval, the

series and primitive

man had been

hearing it for centuries, or because of

difference

of the octave in the voices of the

male and female, man chose this consonance above all
others.

Formally,

most important
magadizing"

the actual first employment

of Pythagoras'

consonances

of the

was called

and appeared in the sixth century.

II

next interval

acceptable

second in importance
first employed

The

to man was the fifth which was

in the overtone

series.

It was

in the various types of Organum which

began to appear in the tenth century.

The fifth brought

along with it, by inversion, the fourth.
Possibly the most important development
history of music was the acceptance
consonance,

in the

of the third as a

and by inversion the sixth.

Now the world

was ready to accept in practice what Pythagoras
covered

theoretically

dis-

nearly two thousand years before.
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The principle
Faux-bourdon

of harmony Was then to be a reality and
in the early fourteenth

century and the

"Ar s Nova" of DeVitry presented the new thirds to the
musical

world, and at the same time fourths were coming

into disrepute.
The apprenticeship
plished

period of music was now accom-

with the full acceptance of these consonances.

Many composers were to have a part in the harvest of the
rich materials
growth.

now available.

The pious Palestrina

~ach had a part in this
represented

the culmination

of all that had been learned about dissonance
His music was largely consonant
emotional.

But after Palestrina

treatment.

and consequently

un-

the strict treatment of

dissonance

began to relax and has continued to do so.

Monteverdi,

and later Bach, advocated a freer use of

dissonance.

Bach opened up great possibilities

for

emotional

expression

Beethoven

was still another link in the chain of composers

who helped

by his use of the accented dissonance.

to free music.

fully placed discords,

He used powerful and skill-

but it remained for Wagner to

stride across the border and revel in tangl~d skeins of
dissonant

harmonies.

but seemed to
rare occasions,
serenity,

t hLnk

He Was bound by no one tonality
in many at the same time.

when wishing

Only on

to represent purity or

did he indulge in the unemotional

consonances.
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The progress
world in general.
and sixths

of music

seems to keep pace with the

It took men centuries to accept thirds

which to us are most elemental

But today we are startled ty the rapidity
accept new dissonances.
us any more.
Neither

but merely

thinking.

with which we

The second is not abnoxious to

has made ita

is polytonality

composition
musical

Debussy

and obvious.

commonplace

a phenomenal
a broadening

exhibition

sound.
in

of the spere of

As for Atonality,

musicians

are

almo st unanimou s in bel ieving that there is no such
thing because

all music must have certain underlying

laws in its structure or chaos would ensue.
may be obscure

and the pattern vague, but they can be

found in any music worthy of the name.
of th6 history
attitudes

of music as objectified

tOWard

ever increasing
of consonance

consonance

and dissonance

of consonance

one.

has been an

and dissonance

~ven the acoustical
finds

in law and order,

according

to mathematical

is mainly

law of small

its root in the great

and psychological

delights

two polarities

in the changing

and to seek out neW musical experience.

ratios for consonances
philosophical

The whole trend

effort of man to push back the horizons

The question
a psychological

These laws

law that the human mind

thus chosing its intervals
simplicity

are closely associated

and order.

These

with the emotions.
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Consonance
passion.

expresses serenity, purity, freedom from
It is ennobling,

Dissonance

invigorating

expresses passion, anxiety, movement,

dissatisfaction

and contrast.

tonal stimuli are necessary.
into each other.
thinkable,
becomes

and martial.
crime,

Both of these types of
They coexist and flow

One without the other would be un-

for any tonal stimulus prolonged

intolerable.

line of demarcation

indefinitely

Neither is there any arbitrary
between the two opposite phenomena.

Th~ point where dissonance

ceases and consonance occurs

is a relative one and depends upon the attitude of the
period.
We have discovered
changed

structurally,

of musiq ~egan.

that the human ear has not

so far as we know, since the history

Therefore,

man's limited view of music

at certain periods was not caused by any physical lack.
The ear has always remained
sensitive

organ.

an accurate and marvelously

We have had to look elsewhere for a

cause for these differences

in attitude at various times.

The secret of the problem is undoubtedly
the psychological
Like Pavlov's
stimul i.

explained by

law called the "conditioned

response."

dog, the human mind responds to certain

It expect s def ini te harmonic pro cedure to

follow certain tonal combinations.
the mind is frustrated

Unless

it hears them,

and rejects the sounds as unmusical.
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Man is, at any period
chologists)

in history,

a bundle of habits.

(according to psyHe hears with listening

habits of his own, those of the time in which he lives
and all of the accumulated
Theoretically,

habits of his predecessors.

man is the culmination

been learned

before him.

He listens, so to speak, with

all the ears of his ancestors.
and is bound and fettered
A musician

tradition.

of all that has

He is a slave to fashion

in his musical

experience

at the height of the polyphonic

period

showed signs of listening habits which were

mostly

linear,

but as music progressed,

listen vertically
harmony.

And so the changing

attitudes

of the basic

seem to be a

and tradition.

The whole development
time appears

they began to

and to be more conscious

matter of conditioning

by

of music up until the present

to be a conscious

and constant effort of

man to break the bonds of tradition and environmental
restrictions

in his search for new and wider musical

experience.

The expansion of the range of consonance

has been accomplished
biological

amid struggle and stress.

law of struggle for existence

part in music.

~very forward

The

has its counter-

step has been fought.

But

always when the time Was ripe each step has been taken
bringing

humanity

ever nearer

to the conscious

express-

ion and enjoyment of that soul within him of which so
great a part has lain dormant for centuries.
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